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Still:, the que:Sons worft-goaway:' Who readsseriout litera-
ture in the:United ,States, and how manyrof then) aro there? Theie
are Matters of continuing interest Ity authort, .tchplarsi: and others
whose careeis are predicatedon the exittente of a Viable:literary
CommUnity,,and they are of intereSt at veil to those-WhOseiiiVest-
ment is more ,,oVertly Commercial:, publisher*, bOOksellert,and
wholesalers, journalists,and Other media .fitllc. Like any other group'
in Or ecOnoMy;,thOliterary,comnurnity,is a market to be identi,
fled and exploited by-those, with- soMething .to sell tO it; **its
size and charabter are matters of more 'than Patting interest tOsothe,
persons and institutions that art not, themselves, necessarily mem-bers' of it.

In thete ciretunstances it is usefill to have a.,Who Reads1.4ter-
ature: The Figure Of the,UniiedStales as a Nation.of Readeit. As
one garcznrickly,surmise, it it be work of peOple who specialiie
in the jar& of the social'sciences: Nicholas Zill, soCial psyr
chologitt,, and Marianne Wmglee, a statistical analyst.,They have
assembled- a good_ deal of valuable information and they have
managed ,to inakea degree of sente out of it.

As so often hoppers when the voodoo priests of sociology, psy-
chology and statistics work theirsolaria magic on human behavior,
what this surVey does is tell Us, in statisties and analytis,, What we
know alludy through empirical ebtervation: thatViallter.Perty was
right. Zill and Winglee have their hearts in the right place and ear-
nestly wish the evidence told them Otherwise, birt.whirt their nuin-
bers add up to is that (a)' "theproportion [of Arnericans]'Who read
serious literature,of all forms in the Coarse ofa year seems to be
about 7 to ,12percent of the adult population"-and that (b) "litera-
ture reading" is "stagnant or even decrining,:wlien various demo-
graphie faCtors indicate that itshould be increasing."

Even that figure of 7 to 12 percent it shaky at best, for people
who claim to be regular readers often admit, when pressed .for
specifics, that they are regular wadertmotof Saul Bellow and Eu-
dora Welty but of Stephen King and Danielle Steele; ifwe restrict
readers of literature to' "those familliarwith ercellent but not widely.
known authors, such as poets Adrienne Rich or James Merrill, tiwn
the size of the audience forcontemporary literature Niipuld become
minuscule indeed." Not merely that butas anyone keeping a close
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eye on ,hterary matters should realizeto-a st`riung degree this
readership isqlefined by sex, education and incOme:,

. . . if we had to put together a pitture of a typkal reader

of litetatare itts the Uniteci Pates today, the s4rvq'ciata`
indicate that 'the person -wOuldl;!e a middle-aged-white
female living in the suburbs of a Western or Midwestem
city.-She Would haVe acollege edUcation, anda middle-
to upper-middle class income that was not derived from
her literary activities. Sho'sould be an active and involved
individual; not a passive or reclusive one.She would not
only read books and magazines, and occasionally try her
hand at poetry or fiction, but also participate in a Varie-
ty of indoor, outdoor and community:activities.

And authors wonder why they're sent to book-and-author
luncheons in Cleveland and Minneapolis! The explanationis sim-
Ole: That's where the readers arenot merely the readers ofJudith
Krantz aud Belva Plain, but also the readers of Laurie Colwin and
&Ha-Naylor. The perceived image of the "literary" American
reader as a bearded male academic in a tweed jacket With leather
patches bears only scant connectiort to reality; the reader who really'
supports serious American literature, such of it as there still may
be, 'is -fat more-likely to be an educated woman of a certain age
who helongs to a neighborhood book club, buys her clothes through
the mail from Thlbots, contributes to qreenpeace, and does volun-
teer work at the House of Ruth.

Though.Zill and Mi.:glee do not say so, there is a reasonlo
believe thatthis has been so tor a couple of generation's. But now
literature is `beginning to catchup withitsseaders. 4-1t can be_ ar-
gued," 7411 and Winglee claim, "that the kinds of works being pub-
lished by literary presses in the United States today are very much
a reflection of the interests and concerns of this typical reader,"
and they are absolutely right.

If a single generalization can be made about contemporary
American-literature, apart from its roots in the creative-writing
schools, it would beithat it is the province Of middle- and upper-
middle-class women. If in the past they were the readers, now they
are the writers as well. The pOhlt has been made before, but it
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is worth making again: While male writers of serious literature
under the age of 40 are lotable in the -United States largely for
their absence or their lack-Ofconsequence, ffimale writers of their
generation are notable both for their numbers and for the quality
of their work. Unquestionably, Zill and iirmglee are right:

The,women's movement may be stimulating female in-
volvement with literature. Whenever ins and Values
are in flux, literature has a special role to play. Litera-
ture can explore new patterns of hehavior, provjde chafitc-
ters that serve as role models, and give voice to both the
exhilaration and the frustrations that pioneers experience.
The drive for women's rights has helped to chuw atten-
tion to outstanding women writess of The past and pres-
ent, and to open more opportunities for women in the
publishing and promotion of literature.

How large those opportunities will be is questionableat best:
The world of American literature is small by any standard, and
over the long haiil is most unlikely to grow larger, in real if not
numerical terms. But it's a woman's world now, and if we are to
have in the next generation a literature ofany consequence, it will
be because women make it so.

Jonathan Yardley

This article originally appeared in The Washington post on August 28. 1984
It Lr reprinted With the permission of the author mid The Washington Post.
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Betause the art of literatme is inextricably 'ilnked-ta a eauntly!s

IsulOuge arallisturY! it has trUdit'IReulir PluYed- a Perdrals-Age in

the culture 9f wet nalions.Xtis 4.ifficult t9 Oh* of gnesi4 with-
ocit thimk4 of.$hakespeare an4 Dickens, orRussia with9ut Push-

C1ith,andDok y. SO *bill been in the t!nista
&atm at *it iathepaat TheAmerkan cultural heritage include/
charaCters,:seenes, And phrases:from' the Avorlits-cif such authors'
as Washington Irving, Ecigar Allan Poe, :Henry-David thoreaai,
-IleranutMelville;.Wailihilinart,-Finily-Diekirison, Mark Twain,
Ernest :Hemingway,- aid-Eng*, 040; **it Others:-

lbatty, however, them is iLviidesiiread sense that the-reading
of literature does not OcupY a protnineat &min the liitea of met
Americans. Many oNervers *1 that tve_are nb latter "a nation
of readers," bac, a nation of watcheri: i.tiatelters °Tramiel; *WI-

sicoe; 41icleccs*Pettea,,and'eckmOter distANA bteraq 6ritic'A.nd;
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porary American pbets, from the laureate on down, are all but un-
known to the American people.' University ofChicago professor
Allan Bloom, author of The Closing of the kr.erf...di rind, as-
Sens that "our students have,lost the practice of and taste'for read-
ing. They have not learned how to read,. nor do they have the
expectation of delight or improvement from- readafg:12 Universi-
ty of Virginia professor E. D. Hirsch sounds si similar ttarne in
his book Cultural Literacy; contending that writers and speakers
can no longer take it for granted that youg readers and listeners
will be familiar with wrirks, characters, and authors that used to
be known by all educated people.3 There is even a new terin,
"aliteraey," that has been toined to deicribe the phenomenon of
people who Imow how to read but choose_not to do, 5o.4

Them is empirical evidence that seems to support these con-
tentions. For example, one national study found that U.S. adults
spend four times as much leisure erne watching television or listen-
ing to the radio as they do reading books, magazines; or
newspapers.3 There are also survey results shoWing the 'American
public to be ignorant about basic literary matters. A 1984 Univer-
sity of Maryland survey found that only one quarter of American
adults knew Who George Orwell, the celebrated author of the noyel
1984, was.' In '1986, the Educational Thsting Service condtteted
a national asiessment of the litenny and historical knowledge of
high school juniors. The Strvice found that lesi than 30 percent
of thern coukl identify lbnnessee William as the author ofA Street-
car Named Desire, and less than a quarter knew something about
the plot of A Catcher in the Rye.7Indeed,lt seems posble that
students in the Soviet Union, who are kneWn to be avid read=
of American literature, would do better atrecognizing the vkaz
of these and other modem American writers than students in .be
United States.

Other evidence indicates, hownver, thar; for both reading in
general and literature reading in partktulaithe situation may not
be quite so blea k. ill) begin with, there are a lot of books sold in
the United States: more than two billion each year during the
mid-1980s, or about nine books for every person over five years
of age. About 500 million of these are relatively inexpensive, "mass
market" paperhackis Many of the paperbacks contain works of
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fictiOn,eVen if most of the titles might not 4.ialify as what literary
critics Would' call literature.

Furthermore; the.,,Edudational*Teiting'Service's:assessrnent
found -that virtually all Iiigh schOol _StudentaleceiV4 sonie-Arain-
ing-iwthaariPreciation of literature and are macle-to,read:atleast
a few classicvorks by,English and'Arnerican authors: AS a Con,
seqUence, today's students arestill likely to know Soinethirg about
Shaketpeare, Dickens; Ilavithorne, andf. -Stott Fitigerald.9lly
contraitoelatiVely few receive.forrairt training:in the -Visual arts,
music, or dance, add uSually have only thefoggiest of notions about
Jackson Pollock, George Gershwin, Charlie' Parker,. or Martha
Graham: w)

put dr; young peopleso -on to read literature when they leave
school and are no longer required to do so? Of all the-arts,litera-
ture should be the one with the widest following. Only a minority
of young people learn to read music or play an instrument, draw
or paint proficiently, or act or dance On stage. But everyone who
is educable is expected to learn to read and write.n

Assessing the State of Literature Reading

We can infer from bestseller lists that American adults read real
estate investment guides, personal computer manuals, diet cook-
books, and the like. Do they also read novels, poetry, and plays?
The number of works of fiction publishedln the ALS. each-year
about 5,100 new titles or new editionsasuggests that some peo-
ple still read novels and short stories. This inference is reinfcrced
by the large number of fiction bOoks Sold each yearsome 400
million copies through general retail outlets alone.n lb be sure,
many of the fiction titles published and sold are works .of genre
fictionthrillers, romances, science fiction, and' the likemost
of which would not be considered works of high literature.
Nevertheless, even among the genre titles there are works written
with considerable craft and imagination, and read with enthUsirism
by people who could be spending their time watching movies or
television: In addition to the large output of fiction, there are about
1,000 volumes of poetry and drama published each year, and nearly
2,000 books of literary criticism and literary commentary.4
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C1eady,tbe wiitinkand, rgadit18 Pf 4tetatine=atenet Yet 4011-14Bittwe need more than plik,cation-andploi*fignres.to:form
an -aceurate:pictint ofhow mud Kieran* reading ii.going on in-,

,the United StateS A perSomcanbuya hook Widiout eVepgetting
-dionad to reading*, or Mad a book that hai not heen bought,,hirt
'1,:tOrroWed.frent-a friend ota.library, Andliteratirte*PAfished

priodicals as ,Well a. hooks Tbits:Vioneed infO.;niatiOn*out-
-theitading hahits of representatiVe samples,ofArneriCan citiOns,
including SpCcihiCS abont the kindsOf books they read, Severatlargo
surveYs -on participation in the arta ,or on book reading.yert:car,
ried out -in theUnited_ States during -the 1980s for exact1y:14S
PurIxrae.

One.of the most notable of these is the Survey of Public par- "'
ticination in the Arts (SPPA), which was-a nationwidesurveyi .

designaland sponSoredby the National-Endowment for the Arts
and.conductedin 1982 and '19L'5 by the US: Bureau of the Cen-
sus. Issuei not covered-in the SPFA are examined in data drawn
frOmbook industry publication and sales statistics, andfromtwo
othernational surveys: the Arts-kelatedIrtnd Study (ARTS) car-
lied out in 1983=19841y the Survey Research Center at thethiiver-
sity of Maryland, and the Consumer itesearch-Study an Reading
and Book Purchasing done in 1983 for the Book Industry Study

There-am, of course, problems_ in Wing -survey data to study
literature reading. Some of these_problems are common to' all ant,

Group (BISG).

veys,that ask people to report on their own behaVior, while others
are unique to studies of reading. British sociologistl'eter Mann
points outthat there are problems associated with research into
reading "which arise from the difficulty in determining -what is
meant by 'reading' and what constitutes a `book'. "'Research on
the reading of literature is even moreproblematic because of dis-
agreements among experts on what should be included under the
rubric of "literature" and the difficulty offraming general and easily
understood questions about-such reading.

Here, the reading of literature or what we will simply call
"reading" means the reading of novelii, short stcies, poetry, and
plays. As usually defined, literature also subsumes such high-quality,
non-fiction writing as essays, literary criticism, literary conunen-
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tarY, %elks lettres:' biographies, and the so-callexPfnoa-fictionnovel." However, these forma ofliteratatreWere not eXiilicitW co-
Neted ittille.mirveY!a tii.*euaset_l: here- ltr additi00;-444ittetiena be-tween art anderitertaintitent; based- mithe _quality-orseriousness_of the-written Work, are Verrldportant. -1.1nfortnnately, ;Mink ofthese surveys do-not include infOrMation'that-permit Oneto say
s9n1t*g-Pbc14 the quality et *heeksand maga*PpieC4t4t,Atlicticaa- atiultaaie *444 This' kiati of iaktliatitat,NYare0,lected in tWo of the otiTr surveys:described; -even-With theae-data,. drawing the linebetween literature and ntere ainusetnentla
no simple:matter.

because of the great expense and practical diffioulties involvedin trying to observe ditectly -the trading habits or large tuitibers,
of Americans, the survey:results presented hero rely on ittoOle's
reporti about,the kinds &works-they-have read ornot read within
bmad intervals of time (the last 12 months or thelait months).
These reports are subject to both systetnatic bias and rantiOnt,er-ror. To the extent that reading litemturek perceived, as Sothethingthat one "Oght" to be doing, people will tend to say they haVe
read a novel or short stoty when, in fact, theyhavenot. Theyinay
also "telescope" events that happened inthe past,4sachasleading.a book dare than a year ago, and remember them as having oc-
curred within the reference periodin question. On the other hand,
people tend to fotget about things They did more than a few weeks'
ago, especially if the event was not very iniportant to theni, andthis could result in underreporting. Accurate reporting, also depends
on the respondent's understandingof what is meant by tams sudhas "novel" and "short story," which may pose problems for lesseducated individuals.

Two of the surveys described here attempted to get a sense
of the seriousness of some of these problems by askineg tespon-
dents follow-up questions. The answers to these questionS provideboth further information about the wodis the survey respondentshave read, and a basis for adjusting estimates of the size of the
literature audience.

The survey situation does, however, have certain advantageous
aspects that are rarely encountered in everyday life; the respon-dent is offered ar. mymity; honest repottingis explicitly encouraged;-



and therfis no avert praise or, criticism for saying that-one-has
orlias not done soinething. Moii,over, a survey that uses scientif:.
lc sampling prOcedures and'achieves ahigh reipOnse _rate provides'

-a picture- Wit real- cross-section of the poPulation, riot just.4 a.
limited and Selt;selected stbset of petiple.

Even Whemihere is an oVer4biaS in survey.rept:,t4ng;on an
activity, siirVeys can sell providonacchratfitadingàf thecom--
,prrative Commonness of differentfcirmS'of the actiVity, or,Of the
relative frecinency of-the aetiVity -antiong differenVgrOtips,
changeS-inAhe .of the:activity over-time: -ItiS'mOVT,
-for example, .tiutt,people-tend to overreport Votitagy0Opek or ia
tional electiOns: z there are ;more. people Who say °-
thelotal number of hallots cast 'Yet survey's of yOting,:,:i:LaylOr sell-
give-a good sense Of the relative Voting rates of different age,, Sex,
eduCational, ethnic, and'residentiat grOups,,,andfshOW hoW these
patterns have changed-over 'the Jeist seviitcleCaties.

In any event, self-report surVeyAitit ali.their limitations, aid
the best source of information on literaturfreadingthat we-have,
They vat remain sound! government orPriVate groups-invest in
studies that use direct observatiOns tot ;_eading or ask for self-reports
that Corr_ shorter.-:_titneintervals.ndinchide more gook iii the
sample, and that-elicit more exteaSive follow-up information on
the specific titles read.

16
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'The '1982 ,and19#5 roundp:.efffie:Surver -firfieipatiair,

in the Art's (FPA)tnei. Cnntienal;OinhOn1.4 Sant#!et;C:4001h.iiie#
'I& and eVer liYing in bet,sPhei0 iho-vniti404*-4_Theie.*,
urveYs: weii Alone, 1,ts .snOPlen1.41- to lal0P00-**P#04#°;-!**

-volvi4,, Opals 'et rettiiidepti tiyhik'Ayere:ipte0t*. eyery4#
innitthi ever n thrOelrar-,Peric0.-InAPP,-ithef$PRAtinteriOe*Oti' '2-

11,254 peOpk, or 89 .,peteen of thelOttet soF-11t- mo,44w,:s

ahenqa Percent 0$1,1er *490? 3060 PM:POP*Vy".fr.,, .

YiOwed; nt 85 Pettent of the*g_ralg-e'.41*-444000:0fih'
interviews' Were dnite'in petsen and theken4ninOti*tel0,1,1007

The SPPAlotervicWstnentsect en attenOtttre OtittOeihibitie4-
'and 'zPeifnt.t.naneeP, incin4ing attltMenth:Ohn*O;i018,,04i0E-,00c'
c6Pccru, inz4, 'Pays, Oct innsienitY04 on ohOlontikof 7'1

artS Pertioipaiim inektding rettdingl#0t.#* *001* t a'C9r-O`

Ot of gnestiens,..thltt vjete nikett Pf tilitegP9PdentsiOthtfitni*,-*Xe -

aske4 "kettttinining in the aFti,J04#inefiin tn4e;".40041ter:Prnts-
cifleilinteitctiyity,_ A hasio Auestion eri the iesedhipithaVels,,short
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stories,,pOetry,,ancl:PlaYS Was ptitto theend*Sample in bothsur-
MsOnk-iiii404ni An other lbrms of 1.0r14,0*044,i004**0-4
soCiatizatiOn *ere asked only of sithaanipIesof abOut 4,200-to 5,500

'04::09ut 2A00,;r4:00404,41498.5.
'1985;:the OPkfound;that 56percint Of it li.400040#1le

of adults.aged 18 ind over,,reprentint 954 Million,pebtile;4i,ROrt-
ed that they bad -read navels,- Short StOries; poetryi.Or playgdniing
theiast -12.Moriths. the -e:Stimated'nuMbee.of readers Was ..uti:tir
nearry-three inlilion frontlhe nu-tuber. in the :1982-$ppiOtoWev--
er, this inereate- Was,.tbe-,reaUlar,poptiltion grovitb .pitig the
próportiöiiofadults *ho,sitid they re...id literatUre was about 'the
smile in botir.years.

the 1985surveyaiso asked Whether**indents had read qny
kind of book or Magazine during the preirionall,mtutths.:EightYn
six pgrcent,-.-representing sonie:14b million adtilis-rsaid that diay
hadl:If we divide the nuMber of ppopie who report-pares:ding liter-
ature:by the number who Teported readintrany kind' ofbook or
magazine, We have an estimate-of-literature Terdera ai a fraCtion
of all readers. In 4985,;65'percefit Of all adult r;uders in the U.S.
read some fiction,. poetry; or drama in the course, Ofa year.n This
was:slightlylOwer than the 67 percentIound in Ahe 082 survey,
but the difference- was:within:The maignof sanipling .error.

the SPOA collected additional information on pUblic partici-
pation in one partiCular torm of literatUrepoetry..In the 1985 sur-
vey, 19 percent Of the respondentsrepresenting 32, Million
adultsreported-that they, bad read or listened to' a reading of po-
etry during the previous 12 months. Pot the 1982 survey, these
figures wert 20 percent and 30 milliOn, respectively. Again, .the
differences were- not -statistically significant.

In addition to questions abont reading literature, the SPPA,- asked
respondents if they had worked on "any-creative writings, such
as stories, poems, plays, and the like" during thelast12 months.
There was no requirement that-the -writing had been published,
and the results of an independent follow-up study indidate that most
of it probably was not. In the 1985' survey, 6 .percent of -the
respondents=-representing 10.6 Millionadultisaidlhat they had
-tried to do some creative writing. This was about thesame as the
1982 results, when 7 percentrepresenting 10.7'million adults
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answered.thequestion affirinatively; The ät;deciñinthee;
proportion. of writers- was:not Statistically significant.

Comparing. BPPA ReSults with Other Burvqvancl,BaleS Figures,
The leVels of reading,repOrted; i# the SIVA ate 41; at 10:st-47

,proximateagreement with the reatilta Of other nationwide surveis::
Fof exaMple; the Consumer Research Sritdy on Readogand Book
Purchasing condticted in 1983 for the-llookIndristry,Study.Prouti
(BISG),- fotind that 139: per-cent Of all adult fesPondenti 4,41read'a,
book of fiction in ,the last SiX monthS- aptVhalf had- read _ri-book
of some sort; and"91 percent had.read inagaiines, periodicals, Or
newspapers osier the same period:9 Siktilar<residts-have been -ob-
tained in other countieS.-InEritaiii; for 'instance, a numbier of nii=
tional studies denein the late 1970S 'and early 1980s. found ,that,
as in the U.S., roughly half the adultpdpulation reported reading
books of one sort or another. In a 1981 Euromonitor aurveY of about
2,000 people-aged 16 and over, 45-percentsaid-they-werereading_

a book (any book) at the time of the survey rind ribout 30 percent
aaid they were reading-a work.df fiction."

Despite the general agreernent among readership studies, their
estimates are typically met with incredulity by those invelved with
the writing, publishing, or support of conteinporary literature. What-
literary people point out is that it is-not uncommon for awork of
serioua fiction to sell fewer than 5,000 copies nowadays. Likewise,
the circulation of most poetry-magazines is counted in the low theu-
sands or even hundreds. In 1987, the Los Angeles Times Book Re-
view announced that it would no longer be reviewing ifew Voluines
of poetry because them was so little reader interest in Ahem. Even
the most widely read magazines that publish first-rate fiction and
poetrymagazines like The New Yorker and The AtlantichaVe
circulations in only the 400,000-600,000 range.21

John P. DesSauer, a leading expert -on book industry sales
trends, hasestimated that a total of 3.2 million copies of contem-
porary literary fiction and poetry books were sold through gener-
al retailers in 1985, representing just 0.3 percent of all books sold
through thaw outlets. Sales of classic works of literature rnaderip-
another 9.1 million units, or 0.9 percent of books sold. Thus, con-
teMporary and classic literature together constituted little More than
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one percent OfhoOkstore sales?' Ifthere are so many readers of
literature outthere,:why.do the literary books and magaimes not

sell better?
'Of, comae; -peopleget reading- material from friends and rela-

tives,, from puhlic libraries,iñ doctors'. Oradentiste-Offices, rand

'from their own stoekof hooks acquired over the years. Whentv-

'don readers aurveyain the mgstudy were asked -Wherethey

-had- obtained the last book-they had . read, less <thair ,half-.4-

percent-=-said they had purchased it themselvek:Moretlk... a Ottf,,O1r-

said they borroWed the bOokfrom a 'friend ofselative or traded

it for,-,another.booriothertilh had '..bonowedilie:bookfriirn
a-library, 'Iiiit1.5.percerit had received it as agift.23-fiowever even

doubling or tripling the estiMated mmiikr Of liti#mrobookS.:soict

toaccoUnt for books borrowed and exchanged would net briOglhe

total cloSe to the 95 'million readers that the SPR4 fouod.
What does bring the survey and book sales AgureintO line-

with one another is incorporating_the large numbers of Copies of

'romances, thrillers, science fictjon nOvels, and other works of popu-

lar or genre fiction that are sold each year. John Dessauer esti-

mates that total sales of "popular fiction" books throUgh general

retail outlets amounted to more than 322 million, copies.in 1985.

And that does not include nearly 124niillion in "besiseller"- sales.

(Assuming that about two-thin:1s of the bestsellers were fiction would

bring the total number of popular fiction books sold through general

retail outlets to about 49 million.)'
Thus, what most of the survey respondents seem to be talldng

about when they report that they have read novels or short stories

are works of relatively. light, genre fiction. Inasmuch as Many of

these works would not qualify is lierature in the eyes of Most liter-

ary critics, the implication is that the-adult audi;nce for serious

contemporaFy literature is probably a-good dei4 smaller-than the

56 percent found in the SPPA. Theseimpressions are strengthefied

by survey information on the specific titles or the kinds OfWOrks

to which people are referring when they rePort that they hoe read

fiction, poetry, or drama. Information on works read waS not col-

lected in the Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, but rele-

vant data are available from the Arts-Related Trend Study (ARIS)

conducted by the University of Maryland and the Consumer Re-
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search:Study onReaciing arid ifookli!lichasing-done:fOr thelloolc

10001 StadY: ego* These-A-ark-are' eOrnirrecilatk7.

linils!t'Wdi uPeo*ReOlittiattkre?
DémogirOge: duzicideriltles.

PeiVie who,rePorr'readirr8 fie0.9rrr foerrY, -arid 40**4i:P-1.!
dive* grball TireY arefotrad in every aekIllear cf t4P't1:0!',000u--
lation; excelit, those- subgrOuPs''who,,do wit read 4;11: HOWeVer,

ar±rrICI §TAO.iit; of t40.00010ion are overrePreaerrred-arPdna.readera
(and Writers) of -literature:

those Whohave at least some college education (who pa*
up49,percent olliteratureleaders, as-Opposed10 36 per,
cent of the leneral: population);

those with incOmes of $25,000 aird over (who comprisp
48 percent of liWratrite readers, but 40 pertent of the general
.pdpulation);

females (59 percent of literature readers, but 53 percent,
of the general Population);

the middle-aged (40 percent of literature readers, but 36
percentof the general adult population);

whites (85 percent of literature readers, but 81 percent of
the general population).

Conversely, grekrps that are underrepresented among litera-
ture readers include tirfollowing:

those with less than a high-school education (who,com-
prise 14 percent of literature readers, but 25 percent of the
general population);

those with incomes under $10,000 (16 percent of literature
readers, 21,percent of the general population);

males (41 percent of literature readers, 47 percent of ,the
1,Idult population);

those aged 50 and older (32 percent of literature readers,
35 percent of the general adult population);

-s,114101..1
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Blacks and Hispanics (13 percent of literature readers, 17
,percent of the general pOpulation).

As one goes fromihe overall, population, to these who It.a.d
books and magazines, tO those whOread literature, to those who
read or listen to poetry, and,to-those who try to produce creative
writing, the groups become progreSsively more college-ediacated;
more female, and more middle-income. (Ihble 1.) Thus, of the self-
described- writers in the 1985-'SPPA, 69 percept were college-
eduoated, 63 percent were female, and 51 percent hadlncomes of
$25;000 or mare. (Given thatmost of the writhigreported hi the
SPPA was pmbably unpublished, and that even when published,
writing is usually not handsomely rewarded, we can be confident
that the -income of these creative writers came primarily from
sources other thanIheir Writings.)

The relationships between literaryparticipationand personal
characteristics, such as education, income, age, sex, and race, as
well as the reasons behind the observed relationships, are exam-
ined in greater detail later.

Geographic Distribution
The writing, publishing, and reading of literature are often

thought of as Northeastern, big-city enterprises. But the arts sur-
vey data shOw that these readers and writers are spread through-
out the four major regions of the country, pretty Much in line with
the distribution of the total adult population. (Thble I.) If any re-
gion was overrepreiented, it was the West. In 1985, for example,
the West contained 19 percent of the overalVadult poPulation, but
had 22 percent of the readers and 33 percent of the writers of liter-
ature. The Midwest, with 25 percent of the adult population, had
26 percent of readers and 30 percent of writers. The South tended
to be underrepresented in this regard. But, being the largest re-
gion in terins of overall population, the South contained nearly a
third of all readers and almost a quarter of all writers.

The majority of readers and writers do live in the large
metropolitan areas of the country. But, like the rest of the more
educated and affluent population, most of them live in the suburbs,
not the central cities. In 1985, the suburbs held 41 percent of the
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keiders,-. Writed;

,(16 milkets) 170:6 ,146..6 .95.2 3,1*,
-16 OrAdult Pop. 'fog% 86% '56%

96 46f NI Reidei.:a .10046 096. 22S.:

TOTAL 103% 106%, 16096 10096

pertent Distribidion,
AGE

Young (18-29) 28% 2996- 29.96 30A-
Middle (30-49) 36% 38% -40%:
Older (50 +) 3596 33% 329.6- 3296,

GENDER
Female 53% 54% 5996- 609
Male 47% 46% 41% 40%.

ETHNIC GROUP
White 81% 85% 85% '86%
Black 1'1% 8% 8%
Hispanic 7% 5% 5% 5%

ft!siarlp Other 2% 2% 2% 2%
EDUCATION

Seine College 36% 42% 49% 56%
High School 'Grad 39% 38% 37% 30%
Less "than HS 25% 20% .14% 15%

INCOME
$25K & over 40% 45% 48% 47%
410-25K 39% 38% 36%, 39%
Under S1OK 21% 17% 16% 15%

REGION
Northeast 21% 19% 21% 17%
Midwest 25% 27% 26% 32%
South 34% 32% 3t16 33%
'West 19% 23% 22% 19%

RESIDENCE
Central City 27% 25% 27% 26%
Suburbs 41% 45% 45% 45%
Non-Metro 32% 3096 28% 19%

'-

16096,*

39%
44%
17%

63%,
37%

87%
8%
4%
'1%

,6196'

13%,
8%.

51%
39%
10%

13%

24%
33%

3196-

53%
15%

SOURCE: National Eridoskrnent for the Arts and U.S. Bureau Of Me Census,
1985 Survey of Public Partidpation in the Art, tabulaiions by N;
Zill and M. Winglee from public,use data 1.116. ,

-*MANION
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getigal Eh* population, but 45 percent of the readers And 53per-
** c*the, *fitai,- ThecPTParable--,figUrtt x the centi*Ciiie31
iiiith-2-tpenzent of t4c population, are;27 ind32pertint,4eapee-
tively: People 'living, outside etMetropolitan area!llotr.e- Up*,
reprettenitokthese areas conagned 32 *Cent0( the adult PoptdatiOrt
in1985, btif only 28 vercent of the lit-6*We leaden aid just 15
percent of the --Writers.

Lefswe Aitivity Prelle
In the report on the1983 Book Industry Sit'cly group (BISG)

survey of book readinglabitsj. the following note was made:

Book readers tize often port:rap:4in, literature, films, or
on stage as atditary, somewhat aloof, self-abtorbed per-
sonalities:whose devotionto their-books seems to tike
the place of interaction with the rest OE* world. This.
study, howevero proves the stereotype to be nothing more
than a myth. Far from being intoverted or. sOtial out-
casts, book readers emerge as well-rounded individUals
active ina wide range of social and cultural activities.25

the BISG study found that book readera ,were more active than
non-book readers in many areas, including that of seeipliiing with
others:

The SPPA obtained a very similarresult In addition to infor-
mation about literature reading and arts attendance, the SPPA
lected data on participation in a variety of other leis-tire activt. I

during the 12 months prior to-the survey. When the reporti-.41
recreational activities were cross-tabulitted with the messuret of
literary participation, it-was found that people who had read fic-
tion, poetry, and drama in the last rar were more active iu-
ally all areas than people who had done =ding, but notr4literature.
The latter group was filo= aetive, in turnlan those who hadnot
read any, books or magazines at all. (Table 2.)

Literature readers were not only more active in areas .where
one might expect them to be At.g., visitingarts fairs, hitt* sites,
and museums; doing ganlening or gourniet cooMng; or taking part
in arts and crafts activities), they were also moie active in going
to less refined.amuseMent events: playing gaines and sports; tak-

,
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'READEf)SHIP ROJP

',ReiderS,
Mirk 'Literature 'But'f4Ot: Nor!.

Population Readers Literature- -Reade,

LEISURE ACTIVITIES,

Arnusernts

Proporthort
Activitj,

cit047 ihatikit.bone-
in -LasPi? Montiis

Play card,. board games 65% 7796 .62% 27%
Attend movies
ye am-user-mot park
Attend sports events

g3%
49%
48%

*
75%
57%
59%

S9%
49%.
43%

25%
1996,
17%.

Exercise, Sports
jog. exerdse
Flay sports

52%
39%

--45%
-48%

7196,
3'6%

1896t.i
14%

Camping, hiking 37% 43% 34% 14%
(Home-Based,Activities
Repair _homer:car 60% 66% 60% 28%
Gardening 61% 69% 53% 34%
Gourmet sookirg 29% 38% 22% 8%
Collect stamps, coins 15% 20% 10% 3%
Cliaebie Activities
VO/untier, charity work
tulturil Attendance

2891' 36% 21% 9%

Visit ail/crafts fairs 39% 54% 28% 10%
Visit historic sites 37% 50% 28% 8%
Go to zoo- 32% 41% 25% 11%
Visit sdence, natural

history museums 23% 32% 15% 4%
Art &'Crafts Activities
Weaving, needlework 33% 42% 29% 18%
Pottery, cerainics 13% 17% 9% 3%
Photography, video 10% 14% 6% 2%
Painting, drawing,

sculpture, printmaking 10% 14% 6% 2%
Backstage theatre help 3% 4% I % 0%

READERSHIP GROUP SiZE
% of Adult Population 100% 57* 26% 15%

0

,
SOURCE: National Endowment for the Arts and US. Bureau of the Gerisüs,

1982 Survey-of Public-Partidpation-in-thelWiabulaiions-by N.
Z11 and M. Winglee from public use data files.

0
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ing part in ouick..ir bedsides; doing home and car repairs; and con-
tributing their time to charity: For exartple,..three quarters* the
lite** readers had gone to the movies in the kit year; -whOeas
less thin 60,percent of the non-literature readers r-d Only. arquar-
ter o? the non-readers had done so. Tveo thirds oi the llteraturtiead-
ers bad_done jOgging-or other similar exercise, when* less than
hal of the non-literature readers, and less-than a pf t adz non-,
readers, had participated in sorne form of eiercise pnagram.Mort
than kt lird of the literature readers had done *lunteiror charity
Work, coinpared with:a fifth of the non-literature. reader& and- a,
tenth of the non-readers.

The higher activity levels of the literature readers were partly
a funen..m oftk..kbeing better educated, mortafflueni, and pun.
ger, on tbs riverage, than their counterparts. There may also have
been am element of sbaeed-reportint bias jn the associations, iii
the sense that respondents who were mord l&ely f,:o remember and
report one kind of activity were more apt to remember and report
other kinds as well. flonethelms, there does seem to be a genuine
link between literature reading and other cultural and recreational
activities.

It is not that reading literature caused the other activities; or
vice veria.Rather, indiViduals seem to differ in their overall curi-
osity and activity levels, and those who have the interests and energy
to do one kind of cultural or recreatictaactivity are more li6ly
to do others also. In sonie cases,tthere is a common thread linking
littzature reading with other activities, as when an individual has
an interest in the Civil 'War, and reads historical govels about that
pericd, visits Civil War battle sites, andgoes to military muse-
ums. Even tacking a common interest, however, the operative prin-
ciple seems to be the more, the more,,rather than one activiW versus
the other.26

Thumbnail Sketch of-Ime Literature Reader
In sum, if we had to put together a picture of a typical reader

of literature in the United States today, the surveydata indicate that
the person would be a middle-aged white female living in the
suburbs of a Western or Midwestern city. She would have a col-
lege education, and a middle- to upper-middle Ass income that
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waS not derived from her lite-raw- activitieS.- She NVould-be anae-
tive and' involved: individual,,not'a passive or, Teclusive one. 'She
wcaild.not only reatL books antk,nlagazines,, and Odcasionally tiy
-her_ hand, at poet,-1 or. fiction, but, alsOpartidipato in a.Vaiiityf of
indoor, outdoor, and community actiVities.

Obviously, there are many-reaciers and creative*riters vho
do not conform to this Stereotype. Indeed, one of tbeleartening:
aSpects of the contemporaryliteiary Scene is-its ethnic andcultni-,
al diVersity:Nonetheless; it can be argued that the kinds of*orks
that are being publishedby literary-presses in the ,U.S..today are
very much a reflection of the interests and concerns of this typical
reader.

Is Literature Reading Growing or Diminishing?

There are a number of reasons for believing that the audience for
literature should be growing. As the U.S. population gradually
changes, older cohorts are being replaced by those whose parents
had more education and were more apt to have encouraged .their
children to read. The younger cohorts have also had more years
of schooling and are more likely to have been exposed to creative
writing courses. As shown later, all of these factorsare positively
associated with literature reading c an adult. Thus, whilewe could
expect that there should be more iiterattire reading occurring in
the future, it is not clear that this growth will really take place.
Taken together, the 1982 and 1985 rounds of the SPPA indicate
that the proportion of literature readers is htAding steady, while
the number of readers is growing with the overall population. How-
ever, because the two rounds of the survey are separated by just
three years, we can glean only a limited picture of the longer-range
changes that may be taking place. It should be,possible to get a
clearer view of long-term trends by viewing the SPPA findings in
conjunction with the results of other surveys and book sales data
from the publishing industry.

Book Reading: Past Growth, Recent Decline
It does seem to be the case that a greater proportion of the

public reads books now than did so several decades ago. Data from
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Gallup polls condueted in 1955 and-1984 show a 50 percent in-
ert* over that Period in the tnoPortion of r.M0Pckt* Who rePott-
ed:that.they.had read a book (other thair,the- Bible) "yesterday."
The proportión,grew from 14 to 21 pereent; with much_ of the in-
crease attributable to the expansion in the portionnf the-papula-
tionibat *as collese educated.27 Data from the SEPA also.shOw
that middle-aged adults do more general reading andxnote litera-
ture reading than older adults.,(Table 34:As.demonstrate4 r;
these difference! seem to repreaent an historical 'increase in:read-
ing over suceessive generations rather than a decline in reading
with age.:But is the increase conthming? Although reading in Saner-
al still seems to be growing,.there is evidence to indicate that book
and literature reading are not. Indeed, among yonng adults these
forms of reading may actually be outhe

Evidence of a recent declinein book reading comes froM two
national surveys sponsored .by the Book Industry Study Group
(BISG). The surveys were conducted in 1978 and:1983: Whereas
overall reading (including newspapers and magazines) was stable
over that period, there was a 5 percentage point reduction in the
proportion of adults who had read books in the previous six months.
More ominously, the proportion of book readers among young
adults (ages 16-20) dropped by 13 points, fiom 75 to 62 percent."

Rends in Book Sales
Indications that literamre reading represents a diminishing share

of all book readily.? can be found in ..ies figures from the publish-
ing Industry. Wkreas the total number of books sold each year
in the U.S. grew from 1.5 billion copies in the mid-1970s to more
than 2 billion in the mid-1980s, unit sales ofmass market paper-
backs remained fairly stationary, at about 500 million copies an-
nually." Mass-market paperbound books are, of course, the form
in which much popular fiction is published or reprinted. Although
sales of higher-priced "trade" paperbounds* have grown, trade books
in general are capturing a decreasing share of the U.S. book mar-
ket. Technical, scientific, professional, and reference works are

tAs used here, the term "trade books" includes fiction and general-interest non-
fiction in hard cover and higher-priced paperbound editions, juvenile books, and
mass market paperbacks.
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catituring an increasing ahare Of the,raitrket. While 101111 annual
bat* Sales in the rt.& grew 'from $2.3 billiOniht1964. t4u:projectr:

.$12.8101lions in 1988, the trade bOOk,segment.,ofkthe: ntarket
declined from 30 to .23:porcent over -the same. period.39-

Declinhir.Riqding-by- Ibung Adults
Figurei:frOni the tWO SIVA studies indicated.constappy, rath-

er than-decreases, in the overidtprriportion;or literatUre readers
in- thepqpnlation: (Bible i) Theit: difteiugeit44(tedifiqs=in
etry and:writing, but the. Obseiyed- changeSs-may be clue 4o sam-
pling fluctuailons. .Ainont,thOso tinder -30, hoWeVer, there:were
statistically signiflcant changes between the twci surVey0iteratUre
reading_ dropPed: from 61;to 57 percent; poetly clading Teli--frOm
24 to 20 percent; and overall reading declined-fl 'nt'8,904.
cent; Although theSe differences may seem small, .,"ty9u141:0e-
come considerable itthe same rates of decrease ivere to continue
over a longer period.

The data-from the SPPA and BISG.findings .reportedabove
are not the only signs of leas frequent reading ant* young adults.
Data from an annual, school-based survey'of high-school seniors
called Monitoring the Flaure shows a gradual .dithimition. in tbe
proportion Who report teading books,,magazines, -or fieWspapers
"almost -every day," from 62 percent in .1977 to 46 peraent in
1988.31 Thus, evidence from three different Survey prograpti
points to the conclusion that a decline in reading is oceturing among
successive cohorts of young adults in the United States.

A Fluid Situation
Why is literature reading remaining stagnant or even declin-

ing, when various deinographic factors indicate that it should!be
increasing? Reasons for the lack of growth are examined at the con-
clusion of this monograph. We note here, though, that the situa-
tion is a fluid one, especially as fat as sales of literature ate
concerned. With so many potential readers iz the population, and
such a small fraction of them needed to make a-bestseller, there
could be short-term increases in literature sales even while a long-
term decline in literature reading was in pnpgress. Book sales also
depend on economic conditions, the popularity of the current crop
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Northeast. 57.0%.
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',Central' City ,56.5%
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41346
360
'50,2%

77.7%
554%
31.2%

69.1%
55.0%
43:2%

58.3%
58.4%
49.0%
'63.9%

56.5%
60.2%,
51.796-

%,
.01% 8J49,6, 7596, 75'.696,

0.0% 88:316': 65:6,16;,:2146":
821% ''.81g%':

, -

-804*,
0.7%. ,66.396;
.5:1% :66:0%,. 72:246: -4.2%
1:7% ,8,5.396s7.13,90,0,

713% 97:2%
72.0% 85.9%'

3.7.96;-. 47-

-2.6% 92.3% 94.2%, 4.96'
-3.2%, 85:396, :85:4461 41%--.
0.4% 7223%'-.'696%

-4:3% 86:4% :84346- '23%, .

-1.7%, 90.3% ,86.8%, J-.596`; ,
-1:4% '80.696 764%; 4:0%

,-0.29s 137.2%, .89.0% -ar1;896

6.6%, 85:5% 83.49'6-, :1196' 1
-0.8% '95.296, .8,8.5%; 21467

18,4% 784%, 40.196'

-sbuttct:',rtL'iti.roti.0 Endowment for the Artiad (Y.sri.,:60iiaU'Of:tiie:t.TiiiiAis,
1992 and1985- ttirv of Etirbyc,Iiirtiei*On:io:ti*Arti,-0411-.
tioni.- by, N. 'Zi11;andM. wogtio.frotrt,pobilokieciatiqiies';
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All Adtilts (18.0,
'Nli):YinpopulatiOn-

-(in,e01440)
$ of muit Pop.
% of,A11R4clerS

POulation-Sufgrciups

iNdE
Young (I8-29)
Middle (3049)
Older (50 +y

GENDER
Feniiie

. Male
ETHNIC GROUP

White
-Black
Hispanic
/Wan, Other

EDUCATION
SOriie COli:?.ge
'High SChOol Grad
LesS.than HS

INCOME
$25K &-over
$10-25K
Under $ I OK

REGION
Northeast
MidiVest
South
West

RESIDENCE
'Central City
Suburbs
Non-Metro,

etryftiaders: -- -:_CriatiVeVriteist;
2 --ri..; , ;Differ- ''.''''''':- -.':: -:-:.:-q?)*7'.'

-1985, 1982 :ence, 1985. . ;1982en:s. 2;-;'=',.i.,i). MOIMMIY. 1111,

1 A! 325' -0.7 .10.6 'itg, 4..i?-1
Is.s% 9.896, -1.2%. 6.2% =416.-,,4-9.31fi..s.

21.8% 23,6% -.1:8% ,'.j.% t.64640,%.,`,,:.

._ . . ,

19.7% .24.0% -4.3% 8.5% 10.5%
20.1% 21.1% -1-.0% 7.6% 16..6*
174% 15296 2.2* 3.0% 3'.1% .40:1S,

21.5% .23.0% -13% 724% 6.211,%4:127W
16.2%, 162% 0.0% 4.9% 4.7% '0296._,,,2-,

20.0% 20.5% -0.5% 6.7% 6.696 1106,
.13.8% 15.1% -1.3% 43% 5.7%,-1.2%,
14.8% 16.9% -2.1% 4.0% 7:0%. -30%
16.0% 23.1% -7.1% 2.4% 6.1* -37%,, Y 2

28.1% 31.0% -2.9% 11;5% 11.6% 40.1%-
14.6% 17.9% -3.3% 3.8% 4.7% 70.9%.
12.1% 8.0% 4.1% 2.0% 26%, 46% -

22.6% 24.1% -1.5% 8.0% 724%, -,0.6%,,
19.6% 18.8% 0.8% 6.4% 6.0%, 6.4.*
14.1% 16.6%. -2.5% 3.2% 5.5% =2.396

17:1% 19.5% -2.4% 4.6% '6.596-14.9%,
21:0%, 20.7% 0.3% 6.696 5-.5% 1.1%
18.5% 17.0% 1:5% 4.6% 5.6% i-I.0% .,..

17.6% 23.3% -6.3% 10.0% 9.4%. -0.6%,
''.

18.5% 20.7% -2.2% 7.5% 8,24% 4.9%
21,2% 20.0% 1.2% ,8.2% 6.6% --1-".6%
16.79 18.9% -2.2% 2.8% 4:9% -11%

SOURCE: National Endowment fOr the Ails anq vs. 44ii;a4 Of.theite*i,
'1982 and 1985 Surveys Of PUblic,Partidpoilon ihlhe Arts, tabula!
tiOns:by'N. ,4ill. and M. Winglee froen.putilic use ,ci_apt Ti*,
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of *the:is and titles, and promotiOnal'and marketing factors:,Partly,

because of the positiVe demographic Omens MontiOned'aboVe,, the

U.S. Department, of Commerce 'is fOrecitstine heidthy: growth:in-

the bOok.pUbliching industry thrOugh,the early 1990s .3.2.

The ProspeCts for literatUre readership depend ico v-i4gthos.#10

obsehred dedlines in, reading among- yoUng adfiltS continUo, and

on the balance between the Older portion of the popUlation (Whore

literature . reading seems.tO be,groWing) and theYounger.Portion

(whereit seemslo be declining). The cUrtent iniddle-agedpopu4

lation (who Were products of thepost-war "baby boom"). Li rela-

tively large, and the young adult PopulatiOn (who were prOduCts

of the "birth dearth" years) telativelysMall. Thus, althOligh there

is,cause for concern about the long-term future of literature,' there

is reason for guarded optimism in the short run.
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Two studies gathered information not Only on -whether people hai,d,
-read'Oction, , poetry,- or thainabut.alsO Oh the . specific ,,kinda.,',0i: ,

works thty read: The Atts4elatc4.71;entrtO4 a.sitof rC:0,14P1*
:for apeeige eaampies Otwerksf .47 44 read, andclassified thesc
.acecitcOntto'Olcklitiztricq44kalci apprqpriate *.o.,
tOOPOtaiY; th0.1YetP. -Tit',C Otheit itodY!-. a MYY.0 406 kr- thePOok ,... ,

Whethoi the r0.000,400 rCa4:08 41044.0*4600.t.?t,Ot,-,ttOttOttOs;
Or aotio.o,'00 as2tOStetiOlttott*Osgcletr4'0Oti0O, et.#--r;111.4.6
studieS give a more detailelPicture Of theic,indS Of reading Ameri- , -.

, cipi.i are :doing, : and : they permit ,. tis te, husk ,a.- rOuglyestimateOf

Ole, s,#e of the audience fOr serio*is OOPo§ed to PolitgatOiXitltorei- --,',

,

4sking fOr lige;
The Arts-iielated Trend Study:. (ARA, a natioloide teicp4opc

'AukveY 96 art4lOtoot!edgO atttl 1344,00110144coltd*fcial*: the --.'.-

'Ourvei 14iiit01 tett* Itt-tii:e"011iYetiiitY otivlitlAttlit fit ittitPlOt6
1

:Inditstry:Studydroup, did`not aikfOr ape4elitkii,:h4t*iOeci)

4.11041.
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, and Jahuary-15184?3 The sampliiinteiviewedlfor ibis study (1,077
adultS) Alias Considerably snialler than the sampleS surveyedin the-
PO,Anct 190', IP4n_ d PPAti';#ncl'its POiliPtctiTIJ*00'

-percent) *at 1OWer.-But the stUdy c011ected
information on the kihds ofartS-related.aCtiVitieS reported bydie'
SPPA respondents,iheluding the,titlesAnd authors of sOine Ofthe
work§ Of literature that each respondent had read during die Previ-
ous -12,months. When categori*- and tabulatek,.thiSiainple of
works mad begins to giVe us a p_:ttire of whatpeople Mean:when
they, report that,they lave read literatuie rectatly.

The proportion of respondents reporting that they !lad read one
or more, Works of fiction, poetry, or dranw &ring the Previous
12 months was similar to that foundin the '1982 SPPA,, althOUgh
about 4 percentage points lower. In addition to the combined ques-
tion about reading novels, short stories, poetry, or plays; the Univer-
sity of Maryland surveys asked sepaiately about each of these
categories of 'literature.

Novel Reading
Forty percent of the respondents reported that they' had read

one or more novels during the last 12 months. When asked to give
some maniples of novels they had read, however, nearly a quarter
of the self-described readers could not come up with the narne of
a specific book or author, or gave the name of a,work -that was
not a novel, but a biography, self-help book, or other non-fiction
title.,Another 30 percent named only works of light,,popular fic-
tion, such-as a "blockbuster" by JUdith Krantz or Sidney Shel-
don, a horror story by Stephen King, a romance by Victoria Holt,
a western by Louis L'Amour, a novelization of one of the "Star
Wars" films, etc. Ten percent of the novel readers named a classic
work, such as a novel by Dickens, iblstoy, Henry James, Mark
Twain, or HemingWay. Seventeenpercent reported reading a con-
temporary work of some literary merit, such as William StyroL
Sophie's Choice, Norman Mailer's Ancient Evgnings, Alice Walk-
er's The Color Put*, or,John Updike's Couplis.

in terms of overall percentages, 30 percent of all vs. adults
ri ported reading novels in the Litt II months and could-give at
least one name that qualified as a title or author of an actual nov-
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el._Only.abOUOLpercent ot all adult seemed to have read- awork
oisomiliterary diStinetion lioWeVer,, and orrly:7. percent hadread
;a Meritorious Contemporary V'iork.,the latter figure is ioiorioTbiy
close to afigare rePorted by:Peter Mann,, namely,:that't -perceiit
,of British 'adults who were foundtobereadirig "inoder*rioVele
in the 1981 Burtanonitor readeiship surveyin GreritiBritain.34

Short Story Reading
Tweirtpeight pettent of the respondents:to the ARTS surVey

reportedreading Short stories during the previous twelve- Mohtha.
However, When asked to recall the author* or titles of seine of these,
stories, or the naine of the:Magazine or bOok in-whicli thestoriet
appeared, many had ditficulty.-More than a-quarter Of the osteasi,
ble story readers could 'nOt.prOvide any-descriptive intarniation
about the stories,,or gave the titles ot inappropriate works. *Hith-
er 10 percent gave responses that :could not be classified. -Nearly'
45 percent more gave only.the nate of the magazine in Which the
story appeared, and many of these mmiAnes were oneS which con-
tained non-fiction as well as ficlicin (e.g., Reader's.Digest, Red-
book, kindly Circle), or non-fiction feature stories only (Newsweek;
National Geographic). Thus, them seemed to becoirfusion in some
respondent' minds as to what the!gm "short story" signified.
Less than 20 percent of the story reactors named authors, stories,
or anthologies of stories that could be Classified as "serious" liter-
ature; onlY 5 percent named contemporary writers or stories of
literary Merit.

In terms of overall percentages, 20 percent of all U.S. adults
reported reading short stories and could give some descriptivein-
forination about the stories. But only .5 percent of all adelts had
read stories that could be ascertained to be of literary quality,. and
less than two percent had read contemporary short stories 'of liter-
ary value.

*Judgments about the literary merit of various works are arguable,. of course.
The categoriiiiiiini reported here are those made by the staff of the Marylatid
Survey Resea:ch Center, presumably after some consultation with faculty experts
on literature. For the most ptu these categorizithins seat reasonable, although
a perusal Of the actual responses, which are listad in an apieudix to the sUrvey
report, reveals some anomalous classifications and a few ceding errors.

,
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,Poetry Reading

Fifteen percent of the adults surveyed in theArtrAelatedltends
Study reported reading poetry during the past 12months-Thia Aas
5 percentage points lower than theproPortionrepotted ifi the-1982
SPPA.* When asked to provide the names of poets-or poes read,
or the title of the magazine or bOok in which the poems*ere found,
nearly 70 Percent of the poetry readers *ere able to providesoine
corroborative detail. But almost a quarter gave oirly the, name of

mass-cimulation magazine such as-Parade or R;adek'S pigest,
or named examples of less serious forms of verse, such as."Gross
Limericks," popular song lyrics, or poems written, for children.
On the other hand, close to 40 percent of thepoetry readers named
poets, poems, and/or poetry anthologies of litemry-distinction, in-
cluding works by T.S. Eliot, Robert Frost, Emily Pickinson, Carl
Sandburg, Ezra Pound, Edgar Allan Poe, Robert W. Se. Ace, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, and- William Carlos Williams. Very few
of the names or poems mentionedwere those of serious living poets,
however.

As a proportion of the total population, 10percent of U.S. adults
recorted reading poetry and could provide some information on
what-dr where poems were read. Six percent had;read poems of
clear literary merit, mostly modern or traditional clnssics. One per-
cent or less had read serious contemporary poetry.

Play Reading

Although only 5 percent of the adults surveyed in the ARTS
reported reading a play during the previous 12 months, 91 percent
of them could name a specific play or dramatist, or both. More-
over, 80 percent of the authors and works mentioned seemed to
have literary merit, although less than 10percent of them were works
of livirs playwrights. Examples of nanies or plays mentioned in-
clude those of Shakespeare, Shaw, Thnnessee Williams, _Breeht,
Lillian Hellman, 'Ibm Stop-pi-du, and NWzake Sharse. in terms of
the total adult population, 5 percent reported reading plays and could

*The difference suggests that follow-up questions may have bad a suppressing
effect on the reporting of literary patticipation. Because this loLnd deflect is com-
mon in sutvey research, it is good practice to ask all screenir3 questions befoit
asking any follow-up questions. This was not dorz in the ARM survey.
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give the name of a specific play or playwright read. Pour percent
had read drama of literary merit, but Iess than TM percent had
read serious contemporary dramas.

'Bible 4 summarizes the ARIS findings on novel, short story;,
poetry, and play reading. Unfortunately, the published results do
not indicate how knuch overlap there was across these types of read-
ing, so esttmates of the total size of the audience %moth of literary
merit can only be appro#thate. Depending on the degree of over-
lap assumed, the tom4 proportion of peaPle reading works of tiler-
it could range from a little more than 10 percent up to 25 percent
or more, whereas the proportionyeading contemporary works of
merit could range from 7 to about 10 percent.

Creative Writing
The ARIS survey also asked more detailed questions than the

SPPA about creative writing activity. The initial question was, "In
the last 12 months, have you taken any lessons in creative writing
or done any creative writing for your own pleasure"? If the respon-
dents indicated that they had, they were asked what types of work
they had tried to write (stories, novels, poetry, or plays) and whether
they had written anything that had been published. All ARTS.
respondents were also asked if they felt they were able to do Crea-
tive writing.

Nine percent of the arts respondents said they had written or
taken writing lessons in the last 12 months. This was higher than
the' 7 percent who reported doing creative writing in the 1982 SPPA,
but the comparable SPPA question did not include writing lessons.
Poetry writing was the most common form mentioned; it was at-
tempted by 6 percent ,of adults (or 62 percent of those who did
some writing). Work on stories or novels was reported by 4 per-
cent of adults (or 38 percent of the writers)...Playwriting, which
was reported by one percent of the adults (or 9 percent of the
writers), was least coulmon.

Only about a quarter of the writers, or 2 percent of all respon-
dents, said they had had something published. This included pub-
lication in relatively informal outlets such as school magazines,
organizational newsletters, etc. More than a fifth of all the ARIS

> .
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'TABLE 4:- Pro 01104 cif:U.S. Mgt Peculation That Ref; Ort Road4VariOus
Perms ot Literature in'Last.12 Months. and ProPPrd.clis Re9c14NOriti cfi
Literary. Merit; US. Adt.s 18 ind .,ver; 1983-84.,

'Literary Form

.. ._
Hive Read

Wor43 in This-Can
Form in
Last 12
ilonths

Provide 'Mentien
Information Work or

About Author of
Vtkrks Read Merit

' \
1`,..Intion Con-

ternpOrary
Workof
Met

Novels 40%

,literary

30% 1'1% 7%

Short Stories 28% 20% 5% 1%

Poetry 15% 10% 6% I%
-Plays 5% 5% 4% > I 96

SOURCE: Developed frorn data in: Robinson, John R. ei aL, Arnericans* Par-
tkipadon In The Arts: A 1983-81 Arts-Related Trend Study. Final
Report College Park, Ma-University of Maryland Survey. Research
-Center, 1986.
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respondents-22 percentfelt that they had the ability to do crea-
tive writing.

Varieties-of Fiction

Information about the kinds of works that are read by literature
readers was also collected in the 1983 Consuiner Research Study
!.)n Reading and Book Purchasing conducted for. the Book-Indus-
try Study Group.35 Instead of asking for specific titles and
authors, the BISG survey inquired about categories of fiction read,
covering various genres of novels. as well as short stories, poetry,
and drama under the fiction rubrir,. There was no attempt tACI evaluate
the literary quality of the works. The survey used a_six-mofith
reporting period, as opposed to the 12-month period used in the
SPPA or ARTS qumtionnaires. The BISG questions about the types
of fiction read were only asked of those who reported reading at
least one fiction book during the reference period.

Genre Fiction
The BISG survey- found that the novel was the most widely

read form of fiction. However, much of the natl reading was spread
across a variety of popular genres that are not usually thoght of
as "literary," though they occasionally produce individual works
or authors of enduring quality Each genre accounted for between
10 and 4-0 percent of all fiction readers, or about 4 to 15 percent
of all adults. As indicated in Thble 5, many readers had read works
in more than one genre during the previous six months.

Classics, Historical, and Modern Novels
The survey also asked about the reading of classic works of

fiction, "historical novels," and "modern dramatic novels" that
i4 not fall into one of the genre categories. Classics had been read

by 19 percent of fiction readers, or about 7 percent of all adults.
Comparable figures for historical novels were 33 percent of fic-
tion reeders, or 14 percent of adults, and for modern dramatic nov-
els, 31 sercent of fiction readers, or 12 percent of adults. Of course,
the litter two categories encompass commercial bestsellers as well
as works with serious literary intentionsl
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TABLE 5: Pnloortions of US. Milt PopOlatkan That fkipot't Neilding
Forms or Geries of Fkt1on BOoks Ii Lait Six Morlthi,V.S.:Adults
.and:OvItr, 1983.

Have ReidBoo&öfThsFórjnor
, Genre.in the List SU Months'

Perterit of All- PercerknfAll
Literary &an Fiction Readers Adults (164")

All Forms/Genres 100% 39%

Novels
Action/Adventure 37% 14%
Mystery/Detective 35% 14%
Histoiical 35% 1196
Modem Dramatic. 31% 12%
Romance (Traditional) 28% 11%
Science Fiction 21% 8%
Spy/internat. Intrigue 19% 7%
aassics 19% 7%
Fantasy 17% 7`,5
Romance (Sexy) 13% 5%
Romance (Gothic/Hist.) 13% 5%

'Occult/Supernatural 12% 5%
Westerns 10% 4%
War Books 10%. 4%
juvenile/Children% 26% 10%
Short Stories 22% 9%
Humor/Satire 20% 8%
Poetry 11% 4%
Plays 8% 3%

SOURCE: Market Facts, Inc. & Research & FOrecasts, Ir,. -1983 COniumer Re-
search Study On Reading And Book Purtkasing. Vol. I; Focus On
Adults. New York: Book Industry-Study Grttifi 1984.
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Pbetry, Shprt _Stories, _Drama

TheBISG study fonnd that22 percent of fiction readers had-
read a :book 'Of ..shoit.-*ories m Vie previoussit months.A 'Oen
percent had read one or more poetry boas -and.8- pereent,orte-
or more Woks of plays.As a fraCtionof all respondents, thepropor-
tiOns were about 9.percent for short stories,-4 percent for Poeur
and 3 percent for draina. The latter percentages are in reasonablY
good agreement With those found in the ARTS survey to have read
works of literary merit, especially if the difference in reference

.periods is taken into account.

Audience Size Reconsidered

The results summarized above indicate that literature experts are
correct when they say that the proportion of people who read fine
literatuF is far smaller than the 56 percent who report reading fic-
tion, poetry, or drama in the course of a year. if the SPPA esti-
mate of the number of literature readers were taken at face .alue,
it would mean that literature had a substantially larger audience
than mOst of the Other arts. For eithinple, the*SPPA e.-.'stiiiiated that

some 95 million people read literature in 1985. This was over two-
and-a-half thnes more than the number projected to have visited
art museums (37 million), and over four times more than the esti-
mated number of people who attended classical music performances
(22 niilliofi). Indeed, the ostensible number of literature readers
was nearly as peat as the 101 million who reported attending mo-
vies within a year. (Interestingly, the combined number of adult
trade books and mass market paperbacks sold yearly in the U.S.
some 1.1 billion in 1985is about the same as thl total number
of movie tickets sold annually.)36

What the ARIS and BISG findings show, however, is that many
of the professed literature readers read only genre fiction or sen-
timental verse, the literary equivalents of TV "shooVem-ups" and
sitcoms, or "Top 40" popular music. The proportion who read
serious contemporary literature of all forms in the course of a year
seems to bc about 7 to 12 percent of the adult population (the 12
percent figure coming from the proportion who reported they had
read "modern dramatic novels" in the BISG survey). This would
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still make the audience for literature comparable to that for some
of the other arts, roughly the equivalent of the 16 million people
who attend jazz performances or the 20 million who see live dra-
ma each year.

At the same time, the size of the audience for literature could
be two-to-three times larger, depending on where one thaws the
line between "entertainment" and "art:' if one is prepared to take
seriously popular authors, such as horror-story writer Stephen King,
poet-illusnator Shel Silverstein, humorist Garrison Keillor, or mys-
tery writer John D. MacDonald,,aLat least some.critics are,,then
the public for literarare might be more like a fifth to a quarter,
rather than a tenth, of the adult population. If, on the other hand,
one restricted the approved following to those familiar with excel-
lent but not widely known authors, such as poets Adrienne Rich
or James Merrill, then the size of the audience for contemporary
literature would become minuscule indeed.

A few points should be made here. First, it isdifficult to make
a precise estithate of the overall size of the literary audience from
the ARTS and BISG studies, because their published reports do
not contain necessary summary tabulations, and because of am-
biguities and flaws in the coding and tabulation procedures used
in the studies. It would certainly be desirable to conduct a survey
that made more careful use of the follow-up questions developzd
in these studies, with a larger sample and expert advice on the cod-
ing of various works and authors. Such a study, however, would
not resolve arguments over what is art and what is mere enter-
tainment.

Second, in attempting to gauge the size of the audience for
literature, it does not seem appropriate to limit the audience to those
who read serious contemporary works, any more than one would
wish to limit one's definition of the audience for classical music
to those who attend Steve Reich or Milton Babbitt concerts, or the
audience for visual art to those who come out for the latest exhibit
at the Hirshhorn or Guggenheim. In each of these publics, there
is a substantial segment of followers who stick with time-honored
works and are not terribly receptive to the new and challenging.
It hardly seems fair or wise to exclude these individuals from the
audience counts. Their skeptical judgments about the worth of con-
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temporary writers, compoSers, andpainters will, if Pastexperienee
is anyguide, be supported in-inany instances by art histOriaits of
tho future. In othercases, of course, the new and'StniietimesAfk-
cult works of today will beconie partsof tomorroW's, established
canon.

Third, -in estithating.the size 'of the awlienee for poetry, .,the
distinction between those whO read:classic-Works only and 'those
who read contemporary-as well as classic literature Makes a sttl:
stantial difference. If one includes those Who read well-establlshed'
-poetry;then the ARTS arid BISG Stirveys indicate that ihe audienOe
for sPrious poetry is about six percent of the adult Ovulation. This
is larger ihan the Sizes of the audiences -for-ballet &opera. On
the other hatill, if one restricts the audience to those whO read con-
temporaiy -"literary" poetry, then, as OW above, the poetay au-
diente amounts to one percent or less of the population.

Finally, looking at the eMpty rather than the full portion of
the glass, it is striking how many adults there are in the American
public who can read:are reasonably educated, and have been ex-
posed to at least some literature in the.course of their schooling,
'but Who read nothing or virtually nothing in the way of fictien,
poetry, or drama on even an occasional basis. The 1985 SPPA found
that at least44 percent of the adult population had net read a Sin-
gle literary work in the course of a year. The majority of these
people-62 percentwere high school graduates, and one in five
had some college education. Similarly, the BISG study found that
42 percent of the- adult population were non-book readers, in the
sense that they had read newspapers or mvazines, but not a sin-
gle fiction or non-fiction book during the previous six months. Un-
fortunately, as noted earlier, the non-book-reading segment of the
population appears to be growing.

4 0



There are, from the start, a number of demographic characteris-
tics that affect a person's level of participation in the litermy arts.

Education
In the 1985 SPPA data, if sorimoneltad- nor comiletedligh:

school, the odds were about two-to-one thg he Or she hadnaread'
a novel, shed story, poem, or play in.the instt1s4fth
Person had a high school diploma, then, the *hoes became
better than fifty-fifty:13ut if the person' had completed' one or Moi.e
years of college, the odds were three4o-Onein favor of hini orter
being -a: literature. reader.

'Pnvitnisly, *dation -.Was nor a perfeavedicter Of literary,
.1:gtieil*tiaa Same Pealke wi* rektivelY'ifttle ei0040

readera of .fiction, peetry, or drama, ,Aviereast a ..significant'
minority Of thoSe.v4 c011ege trailiing did not ordinarityitad'anY
works alitoattiii:NeNieithell64;:af go *Pie iNtekgreaa0

gduattiurf was thuone Most closely Um:rehired with :it4rature-
reading:
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Education was also associated with pcietry Fading and crea-
tive writing, but not as strongly. (Table 6.),The proportion of peo-
ple who had read of listened to poetry waS more than twice as large,
among the college educated as among those with less than nhigh
school. education. And the proportion who had tried to do Crea-
tive writing was .flve times greaten ,Brit-even-m.0v thOse:Vith
gen-dilate degrees, onlY a minority had readany ivetry., and an even
smaller minority had done any creative writing in tire last 12 months.

A person's educational attainment tends to be associated with
other social characteristics, such as his or her incomeleyel, and
ethnic background. Thus, when education was combined with these
and other factors in an equatkm, the unique contribution of edu-
cation to the prediction of literary participation was somewhat
diminished.* But education still remained the premier predictor, sur-
passing income and race, as well as age, sex, and residence. It
was also the leading predictor of poetry reading and creativewriting.

There are a number of reasons why education should he a good.
predictor of literaryparticipation. The inbre years of education a
person has had, the more likely it is that he or she has been ex-
posed to literature in school and has had instruction in its ap-
preciation.

In addition, years of educational attainment could be used as
a proxy measure for intelligence. More intelligent individuals are
more likely to be avid and adept readers, to recognize and enjoy
good writing, and to share the interests and concerns of these who
write literature. Educated persons are also mom likely to be ex-
posed to reviews, magazine and newspaper articles, public televi-
sion and radio programs, and the recommendations of friends.
Finally, more educated persons may feel social pressure to read
works of literature in cder b be able to converse knowledgeably
about them with colleagues and friends.

As noted earlier; the association between educational attain-
ment and literature reading, and the rising levels of general edu-
cadon in the-United States, would lead one to expect that the amount
of literature reading is increasing. But other influences can over-

*Results of the pralictive equations, which made use of a technique called logis-
tic regrmaiOn analysis, are howni grer.tr detail m the Technical Appendix.

17:trf
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TABOt6.:ItelatiOnihip'

1

Betryesei. Education and. Incoine levili ind. turn',
'Reading, i'oetik fteading,..Creati4Writing;',and Kitoolc:oi,Hatiziriokaigni
in Last 12 Horidis,US. Muks Aged"i0 andttlief., 1985:

Pió órtiOn ,of P6 ulitinn1Groti ;Who:-: .

, 1

Read
Literature

Read
Poetry

..,..

'Read:
,Creative' -664S,
Writing. Magazines .

ALL ADULTS 56.0% 18.6% 6.2%'. "85.6%.

EDUCATION GROUPS
Some College 75.4% 28.1% 11.5% 97.2%
High SChool Grad 53.4% 14.6% 3.8% -85.9%
'Less than HS 32.6% 12.1% 2.0% 68:4%

INCOME GROUPS
$25K & over 66.5% 22.6% 8.0% 92.3%

10-25K 51.8% 19.6% 6:4% 85.3%
Under 5 10K 43.6% 14.1% 3.2% 723%

SOURCE: National Endowment for the Arts and US. Bureau of the Cerws,
1985 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, tabulationi,4'
Zill and M. Winglee from public use data files.
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ride *effects of education on.social behavior and produce trends:
that are 'different trom,the expeeted'OneS.,Yoting :Ai a goOd:**-..
.ple of this. 211:s-with the prtiensity to tead literature, the piopensi,
ty to Vote is positively cOrrelated With.educatronal attainment: 'Mt .

rising educationlevelihave not resultedinincreased levels of vot-
er Mrnout, at least not in aecent,decades...MOreover, as critics' of
the educational system am quick to point out, the rise in-generat
education levels has been acCompanied by -some-decay- inednea-
tional' quality. A high school diploina does not necessarily Mean
as much as it once did in tenni of skills mastered and knoWledge
gained.

Income'
Like education, an individual's income level is significantly

associated with literary participation. Among persons in.the 1985
SPPA whO had annual incomes of $25,000 Orsmore;the oddi were
about two-tir one that they had read a work of fiction, 'poetry, or
drama in the previous twelve months. For those with incomes be-
tween $10,000 and $25,000, the odds dmpped to just over fifty-
fifty. And among those with incomes below $10,000, the chances
were about six-to-four against their being literature readerS.

Income level was alio correlated. with the generatieadino of
books and magazines, and with the reading of pen", and creative
writing. (Table 6.) However, the relationships betWeen income and
poetry reading, and inconie and =aft; writing, were considera-
bly weaker than the relationship with overall literature reeding. For
example, those with incomes of $25,000 and over were only about
one-and-a-half times more likely to have read poetry than-those
with incomes below $10,000.

A perton's income is associated with his or her education level
and 'ethnic group, so some of the correlation between income rind
literary participation coald be due to these facttds, rather than to
income:per se: When income was,cor-ained with tbe other demo-
graphic factors in a logistic regression equation:it the amount of
predictive power contributed by income, over and above that provid-

*This equation allows a "better fit" of the data by fitting them into a curve rather
than a straight line.
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ed by education, turned out to he *ight, sig-
nifiCant, though weak; predictor ofi ai,traliliteraturereading,:hnt
mit: of Ooptryleading,,Or, creathe rritng.

niitsi-,t40s0 *it4 4igher incotiks 410;1Por6.140yt9-1,74 141:1",
4re readgrs than th90 vii.thloWer

foriner tendlobe more educated than the-latier. The.fact that, they'
alsb hvie More :money tObuy Woks. and moreleisuie,tiRt,to etit
joy them May also 'playa role, but apparentlynot 4 mak'''. One. ,

Gender
Another basic characteristic that has a bearing Onliterarrpar-

ticipation iS a person's- gender. 'If alespondentiii,the:198,S,P2A

wa;-s A vioni.a4,.* cxtz%we,re'l*artyAwa-tn6 ishats.11.1#141:c44
a novel,. Sher( story, poem, orplayin the previous12 met* for
men; hy Contrast, the Odds :were less than. fiftyrfifty. meg,<Were'
also more likely to have read books and MagaZinas in general, to'
have read poetry, and to have done creative *thing, though all- Of
thest relationships Were considerably weaker than the asSociation
with literuture-reading. (Bible 1.)

Vhen the dernographic-variables were,combined in predic-
tive equations, .gender proved to be the second-strongest factor (Idler
education) in separating literature readers and poetryreaders front
non-traders. It was the founkstrongest factor (after education,- age,
and non-metropelitan residence) in differentiating creatiVe writers
from non-writers.

In the BISG buivdy- on reading, women-were found:to he much
mote likely than -men to be 'frequent book readers. ,Gender. Was
also associated with the amount ofreading done: women were more
likely to be readers of fiction, ahd men of non-fiction. Men were
,Inore apt to be readers of newspapers and magazines, but not books.
As might be expected, certaingenres of fiction, such as lemances,
had a largely female following, whereas other genres, such as itc-
don/adventure stories and science fiction, had readerships thafwere
predominantly -male.37

It would seem that both cultural and biologiciti factors ale at
work in accounting for the gender differences in literary partici-
pation. As discussed later, there is evidence that girls get More ,!,
encourageinent to read from their parents. But there-is also eVi-

.7.161,1111
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Pr_Oortion,..of Population Grbup,Whd,...

Read'
Literature

Read
Poetry

ALL ADULTS 56:0% 18.6%

GENDER
-Fernle 63.0% 21.5%
Male 48,1% 16.1%

ArriBIRTH YEAR
Young (18-29) 56,8% 19.7%
Middle (30-49) 60.8% 20.1%
Older (50 +)- .503% 17.4%

.7Re4
Crefitilie BOokt,
Writing Magaiines,

M% 88.3%
4.9% '82.7%,

8.5% 87.0%
7.6% '88.6%
3.09 81s396,

SbURCE: National Endowment for the Arts and US. Bureau'of the Cenius,,
1985-Survcy of Public Partidpation 'tabulation's-by: N.
zill and,11: Wingfee.from public use,data fees.
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dence of innate,differences between the 'sexeS in the dcvelopinent
of reading skills and interests. Studies of §tindardiied reading tests
given tO elementary7school children have foutt4 that,-on the &err
age, girls read earlier, better, and more than boYs do. Girls do not
surPass boys in all verbal areas: boys do` as weltor even slightly
better onvocabulary testa. BUt girls excel on bests of reading Profi-
cieney, and fewer girls encounter difficulties in leaning to read.is
Girls also write letters earlier and express more positive attitudes
toward reading stories?'

For reasons that are not well understood, women lose Much
of their advantage aver men on reading tests by late adolescence
and young adulthood.' Among college=bound high -school Stu-
dents, for example, men score slightly higherlian women on the
verbal portion of the Scholastic Aptitude 'lest (SAT), including the
leading cornprehension subtest. On the other hand, women do
slightly betler on the Test of Standard Written gneish that is giv-
en as part of the SAT, as well as on the Eneish Gunposition
Achievement Test. Young women in high achoel and college con-
tinue to do more reading than men, especially reading for-rleas-
ure, and to know more about literature. Thus, nearly twice as many
women as men take the College Board Achievement Test in Liter-
ature, and the mean score attained by women is significantly higher
than that for men.4'

It might also be argued that women marbe drawn to litera-
ture because of a greater interest in human character development
and social interaction patterns. In the past, women were raised in
a manner that called for sensitivity to other irople's feelings and
motivations, and for getting one's way through persuasion rather
than assertiveness. Obviously, much V literature is concerned
with hew peoplo behave in various situations and why they act as
they do.

It interesting to speculate about what effects the women's
movement has had and will have on female involvement with liter-
ature. Certainly, the drive for women's rights has helped to draw
attention to outstanding women writers, and to open more oppor-
tunities for women in the publication and proliotion of literature.
One would also think, given the changes that women as a group
have been undergoing, that many would want te read or write about
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their. experiences and feelings in fictional, poetic, or dramatic forms.
Whenever normsaf4 values are in flux, liteiature has a spe-

cial role to play. Literal* can be a vehicle for exploring new pat-
terns of behavior and inteniction. It can pioVide fictional characwrs
that serve as role models to real people going through shnilar strug-
.gles. And it can give voice to both the exhilaration and the fna-
trations that many pioneers experience. Alihough 'many of the
best-known feminist authors, such as Betty Friedan and Germaine
Greer, are non-fiction writers, feminist issues and.themes appear
in a broad range of contempomy fiction, including the Iyorks of
writers as disparate as Maiy Gordon, Erida Jong, and Francine
du Plessix Gray.

Even the emergence of a new type of popular romance novels
with a more overtly sexual content can be at least partly attributed
to the women's movement, in the sense that the movement has made
it easier,for women to be open about their sexuality However, as
mo7..e women become involved in traditionally male career paths,
oni.4 wonders whether their trading patterns will become more like
the instrumental, non-fiction oriented reading of men.

Age

The year in which a person was born has relevance to literary
participation, both because it represents where the individual is
in his or her life cycle and because it indicates the historical peri-
od in which the person was raised. If literary parftipation pat-
terns are changing over time, the change should be reflected in
differences between age, groups. The problem is in disentangling
historical change from aging effects. This is not completely possi-
ble with date from a single point in time, or even from two closely
spaced surveys. Some reasonable inferences can usually be drawn
about vine is occurring, however, depending on the pattern of
change actually. observed.

The wide range of birth years represented in the 1985 SPPA
was broken dawn into three broad groups: young adults (ages 18-29,
or birth years 1956-1967); middle-aged adults (ages 3049, or birth
years 1936-1955); and older adults (ages 50 and older, or birth years
1935 and earlier). When this division was made, a reladvely weak
relationshik was found between age and literary participation: par-
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ticipation declined from the miuMle to the older years. The propor-
tion reading literature, for example; dfCreased from 61 .percentin
the middle years to 50 percent in the older years.. Similar declines
were observed in creative writing, generalreading, and poetry read-
ing, although the last difference %vas very slight, (lble 7.) Differ-
ences between the middle-aged and younger groups mere so small
as not to be statistically significant, but were generally in the direc-
tion of the middle-aged reading more than young adults. Creative
writing was an exception, being higher in the young groupbut
by very little.

Because education levels have been rising over time, age and
year of birth are correlated with educational attainment: Older
groups have lower education levels, on the average, than younger
age groups. Age and birth year are also somewhat correlated rith
income levels (because middleuged individuals tend to earn more
money than younger or older ixople)-and with the mural compo-
sition of the group (because women tend to live longer than men).
When education and other demographic variables were entered into
predictive equations along with age (which 0,,as treated as a con-
tinuous variable in the equations), the unique contribution of age
to the process of differentiating reaaers from non-readers was es-
sentially eliminated.

Thus, the decline in literature reading with age can be explained
by the correlation between birth year and educe.% level. Older
people read Ims than younger ones, not because u rare older (and
hence more infirm, or less energetic, or some such), but primari-
ly because they are less educated. This finding has an important
implication for future consumption. Future eehorts of older Ameri-
cans, being more educated than the senior citizens of today, will
presumabiy be reading more literature. It may also be that the to-
tal volume of literature reading will increase, although the increase
in reading among the elderly may be offset by declines in reading
among young adults.

The apparent negative effect of age on literary participation
was not eliminated in the equation that differentiated creative writers
from non-writers. Although the effect of age was still quite weak,
it was the second-best predictor in the equation, after education.
This suggests that age as such has sonie debilitating or discourag-

Z7:7'
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ing effect on the procliiction of imaginative writing. In her-book

The Coming of Age, Siinorie de Beauvoir concludes that great age

is generally not conclucive,to literary creation, especially' to the

writing of novels. She att!ibutes this to the waning with age of the

"alacrity" and strength thatimaginative writing requires. But de

Beauvoir also mentrons notable;exceptions to the rule, famous

authors like Sophocles, Cervantes, Voltaire, Victor Hugo, andHenry

James, who created some of their finest works in later,life.42

The decline in amateur writing with age seems unfortunate

because older individuals, having experienced more, should have

more to write about. Once retired, they also have more time to

practice the craft of writing. Perhaps, as attitudes about what is

possible and appropriate for older people to do change, the de-

cline in writing associated with increased age will change as well.

Race/Ethnicity
Blacks and Hispanics are less likely to have read literature than

whites. The 1985 SPPA data show that the odds on someone who

was Black or Hispanic having read a novel, short story, poem, or

play in the previous 12 months were about 40-60 against For non-

minority whites, on the other hand, the odds were nearly 60-40

in favor. In addition, whites were about 50 percent rnme likely than

Blacks or Hispanics to have read poetry or done some creadve

(lable 8.) The rates for individuals from other minority groups

(predominantly Asians) generally fell between those of whites and

Blacks and Hispanics.
Educational Handicaps. Especially among older acIllts,

minority ethnic status is associated with lower educational attain-

ment and income levels in our society, despite the dramatic im-

pnovement in educational and employment opportunities for

minorities in the last three decades. Substanzial fmtions of Black

and Hispanic adults are either illiterate a "aliterate." Many

Hispanic-Americans and some Asian-Americans are literate in their

native languages, but not in English. A finding from t.!te 1985 SPPA

illustrate,. these problems: one third of Blacks and'Hispanics had

not read any kind of book or magazine in the last year. The com-

parable proportion a -gong white adults was one tenth.

But when education, income, and other demographic factors
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TABLE 8: Relit' Illp,Beriyeentdria Gicibp Miatibersitip ii1c1 Livritlar,i)-

1

Iteuing:ftetri,Acidin&-,Creative Writift and Bgok or Mar;ine*adint '
in,List -12 Maths, Muka Over,198S.

Proportion of Poelatiön dmu

Read
Literature.

Read

Poetry
Creative
Writing

"13-0.1c§,

PLI.a.es.

ALL ADULTS 56.0% 18.6% 6.2% F85:6% .

ETHNIC GROUPS
Whites 59.0% 20.0% 6.7% 89.9%
Blacks 43.0% 13.8% 4.5% 663%
Hispanics 41.5% 14.8% 4.0'Y 66:0%
Asians, Others 51.9% 16.0% .2.4% 85.3%.

SOURCE: National Endowment for the Arts and US. Bureau of the Census,,,_
Sury*' of Public ParticipatiOn in the Arts; tabulations by-N:

iIl and M. ti/ingtee froth pbblic use data-files.

Qb:4
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were entered along with race into equations prediciing literary par-
ticipatinn, the predictive power of race was considerably reduced.
(Becaute of the relatitely small size of the Hispanicand Asian Stib-,_
samples, only a- variable differentiating Blackimia. non-Black
respondents was entered into the predictive equations.) In the equa-
tions .differentiafing poetry readers from non-readers, and crea-
tive writers from non-writers, race added nothing tO the prediction.
In, the equation predicting overall literature reading race remained
a significant, though weak, predictor.. Similar results were obtained
in analyses with the data from the 1982 SPPA.

Socialization and skill differences. Minority individuals are
less likely to have been exposed to literature as children. Educa-
tional research studies have found that minority children, espe-
cially Hispanics, wnd to have fewer reading materials in their homes
than non-minority youngsters, andare less apt to have been rad
to by their parents.43 Consistent with this, Hispanic 'adults in the
SPPA reported that their parents generally had not encouraged them
to read books that were not required for school. In addition, the
quality of the formal education many minority individuals receive
is inferior to that received by the typical non-minority individual.
Thus, in the SPPA, fewer Black and Hispanic respondents report-
ed that they had beea exposed to lessons in cr,ltive writing.

Furthermore, even though the basic reading skills and educa-
tional attainthent levels of minority young people have risen sub
stantially since the 1960s, standardized tests still show that the
reading proficiency of both Black and Hispanic youths lags behind
that of non-minority youths with equivalent years of education. In
1988, for example, the National Assessment of Educational Pro-
gress fourLd that only about one-quarter of Black or Hispanic
17-year-olds could read on an adept level, whereas nearly half of
the white 17-year-olds were adept readers:4

Availability of minority literature. In additionto these educa-
tional barriers, there is the question of the availability of fiction,
poetry, and drama that is of interest to minority adults and reflect;
their concerns and cultural traditions. The works of a few con-
temporary Black writers, such as Alex Haley, Toni Morrison,
Ntozake Shange, Alice Walker, and August Wilson, have received
widespread public attention in recent years. And some older Black

.54C-
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writers like Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, Ralph Ellison,
Richard Wright, and Lorraine Hansberry, have received recogni-
tion because of the enduring value of their work, and as a result
of "Black History Month" and other efforts to raise public don-
sciousness about the contributions of Blacks to American culture.
The sad truth, though, is that many Black young people are ig-
norant of these authors and their works. Moreover, although. the
situation is far better than it was in the past, it could hardly be
said that there is as yet an extensive body of literary works by and
for Black Americans.

The situation is worse for Hispanic Americans. For one thing,
the Hispanic community is not a unified whole. It is divided into
Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cuban-Americans, those from
Spain, and those from the different Central or South American
countries. Each of these groups has somewhat different traditions
and concerns. Most Hispanic-American authors are no+ 'ell known
within their own communities and are virtually unkn a broad-
er audience. Although there has been a surge of inteiest in Latin
American writers of late, this has had little carryover to Hispanic
authors writing in the U.S. Many of the latter continue to have dif-
ficulty getting their works published and disseminated to appropriate
audiences.

Residence
There is significant variation in literary participation across

different regions of the count17 and from urban to rural commu-
nities. These differences, howevei, are relatively modest and are
probably due mostly to differences :n average educational level
across areas, or to the likely tendency ,f people who have literary
inclinations to prefer living in some Area.; over others.

Regional variations. In the data from the 1985 SPPA, the odds
that someone who lived in the West had read a novel, short story,
poem, or play in the last 12 months were almost two-to-one. By
contrast, the odds that someone from the South had done so were
only about 50-50. The odds for residents of the Northeast and Mid-
west were just slightly better than those for the nation as a whole.
(Table 9.) A similar pattern of regional variation was visible in the
data from the 1982 SPPA. Poetry reading and creative writing
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TABLE 9.- Relationdiip Between Region and Metropolitan Residerice and Utr-
ature Reading, Poetry Reading, Creative Writing, and Book 'or Magazine ite.:acE
ing-intast 12'Months, US. Adults Aged '18 and Over,..1985.

ProOortion of Population Group.' Who....

Read

Literature
Read

Poetry

Did
CreatiVe
Writing

Read

Books,
Magaiines

ALL ADULTS 56.0% 18.6% 6.2.% 85.6%

REGION
Northeast 57.0% 17.1% 4.6% 86.4%
Midwest 56.7% 21.0% 6.6% 90.3%
Scuth 50.4% 18.5% 4.6% 80.6%
West 63.7% 17.0% 10.0% 87.2%

RESIDENCE
Central City 56.5% 18.5% 7.5% 85.5%
Suburbs 61.0% 21.2% 8.2% 91.2%
NonMetro 48.9% 16.7% 2.8% 78.4%

SOURCE: National Endowment for the Arts and U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1985 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, tabulations by N.
Zill and M. Wingree from-public use data files.
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showed weaker and somewhat different patterns of regional varia-
tion, although the West was still the leading,region as far as the
proportion doing creative writing was eoneei7nd. It was not pos-
sible to evaluate the predictive power of region after other factors,
were c mtmlled because the Census Bureau does not release both
geographic identifiers and household socioeconomic data in the
same public use files.

Urban-rural variations. The 1985 SPPA data showecIthat the
odds were about 60-40 that somecne living in the suburbs of the
major mempolitan limas had read a work of literature in the previ-
ous 12 months. By contrast, the odds for a person living outside
of the metropolitan areas were less than 56-50. Residents ofnon-
metropolitan areas were also below average in rates of general read-
ing, creative writing, and poetry reading, although the differences
with respect to poetry were relatively slight. Residents of the cen-
tral cities of metropolitan ares ; were close to tliy, national average
on eAch of the participation vviables. Similar paaerns of urban-
mral variation were found ;1. the data front the 1982 SPPA.

The metropolitan residential factor was entrA1-41 in.ta predic-
tive equations by means of two variables, one identifying those who
lived in central cities, and the other, those who lived in non-
metropolitan meas. Only the latter added significantly to the predic-
tions. When education, income, age, and other demographic vari-
ables were taken into account, the contribution of non-metropolitan
residence was considerably reduced. ResicLnce was, however, the
third-strongest predictor of creative writing (after education and
age). It was also a significant though weak predictor of overall liter-
ature reading. Thus, most of the negative effect of non-metropolitan
residence on literary participation is due to other characteristics
of the residents, such as their education levels and ages. There is,
however, some residual effect or correlate of residence that is not
accounted fat by the demographi characteristics of the residents.

Predicting Participation from Demographics
In sum, the likelihood that a person will or will not be a read-

er of literature is significantly related to a number of basic back-
ground characteristics, the foremost being his or her education level.
While gender, age, ethnic background, income level, and place
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of residence are also related- they tell only a limited amount about
the person's propensity to read. Other, more specific factors in the
individual's history and current life situation, such as parental en-
couragethent to read, also come into play, and are examined in the
next section. But first, it is useful to see how well literary partiei-
pation can be predicted when the basic background characteris-
tics are combined into prdictive equations.

Literature reading. Five variables were entered into theequa-
tion for discriminating literature readers from non-readers. (In this
case, as in each of the later equations, differing numbers of varia-
bles were relevant and entered into the equation.) For the 1985
SPPA, education and gender were the predominant predictors, with.
income, race, and non-met--opolitan residence adding tiny Ir.
statistically significant increments of predictive power. The equa-
tion was able to classify 68 percent of the survey respondents cor-
rectly. (Bear in mind that one would get about a 50 percent correct
classification by simply alternating between predictions of "read-
er" and "non-reader," and 56 percent correct by predicting that
everyone was a literature reader.) There Wa s also a moderately good
correlation between the predicted probability of being a reader and
the actual response. The model did somewhat better at identifying
those who were rmders (71 percent correct) than those who were
not (63 percent correct). An almost identical equation and similar
predictive results were obtained with the data from the 1982 SPPA.

Poqry reading. Only two variableseducation and gender
were entered into the equation for differentiating poetry readers
from non-readers. The equation classified 75 percent of the respon-
dents correctly, but given the relatively small proportion ofpoetry
readers in the survey, one would get about 80 percent correct by
predicting that no one had mad a poem. Ofcourse, the latter strategy
would lead to a complete misidentification of those who actually
did read poetry (a zero "hit rate"). On the other hand, the equa-
tion correctly identified 35 percent of those who had read poetry
and 83 percent of those who had not. The rank-order correlation
between predicted probability and response (r = .32) was moder-
ate, but weaker than that obtained with the literature reading equa-
tion. The equation and predictive accuracy obtained with the 1982
data were similar, although the additional (but weak) predictors
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of age and non-metropolitan residence figured into the 1982
equation.

Creative writing. Four variables were entered into the equa-
tion for discriminating creative writers from nonlwriters. Once
,araincAucation was the leading predictor, butthis time age was
the-second-best predictor. Non-metropolitan residence.and gen-
der also figured into the equation. The equation classified 92 per-
cent of the respondents correctly, about the same overall proportion
correct that one would get by predicting that no one had done any
creative writing in the last 12 months. However, the equation was
able to identify correctly 21 percent of the actual writers, as *ell
as 95 percent of the non-writers. The rank-orcler correlation be-
tween predicted probability and actual response (r = .54) was
moderately good. The predictive accuracy obtained with the 1982
SPPA data was nearly identical, and the equation similar, although
central 0 ty residence (rather than non-metropolitan resideme) and
ineome figured into the 1982 equation.

Socialization and Training

Early Encouragement of Reading
One factor that markedly increases ar. adult's chances of be-

ing a regular reader of literature is having grown up in a family
where reading was practiced and encouraged. Studies of academ-
ic achievement in children consistently fmd that the parents' edu-
cation level and the academic orientation of the home are among
the best predictors of how well a child will do in school.°
Aspects of the home environment that correlate with achievement
include the number of boots and other reading materials in the
home, whether the child was read to regularly. and whether the
parznts encouraged the child to read books not required for school.
Smilarly, the SPPA has found that one's participation in the arts
as an adult is correlated with the education level of one's parents
and with recollections of having been exposed to the arts by one's
parents when one was a child.° Of the various relutionships be-
tween childhood socialization indicators and measures of adult arts
participation that are covered in the survey, those involving par-
ticipation in literature are among the strongest.

171-r1
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Parents' education level. The SPPA asked respondents to re-
port the higheat giade or year of regular school their fathers and
mothers had completed according to six categories ranging from
"7th erade or lessr to "completed college (4+- years)." Although
17.percent orthe respondentsin the 1985 survey could hot recall
their father's education level and-13 percent could not mcall their
mother's, mca were able to come up with at least an apprOxima-
don. For the purpose of the analyses reported here, the. higbir of
the two education levels was used; if only one-parent's till-Cation
level was known, it was used. The proportion of Impondents,whose
parents attained each educationlevel is shown in lhble 10. .

Respondents with college-educated parents were considerably
more likely to be literature readers than those whose parents had
less than a high school education. If the respondent's parent§ were
college graduates, the odds on the person having read literature
in the past 12 months were about four-to-one. Howe!: er, if the par-
ents had only an elementary school education, the odds were
reduced to less than 50-50. Parent education was aiso related to
the chances of having read poetry or done creadve writing, though
not as strongly.

As might be expected, the relationships between the literary par-
ticipation measures and parent's education were not as stmng as
those with the respondent's own educational attainment. This is
partly because there is less recall error in'the measure of the respon-
dent's oWn education. But it is mainly because the respondent's
education is a better indicator of his or her intelligence and educa-
tional experiences. Of course, parent's education and own educa-
tion are significantly correlated. Parent's education was also related
to the respondent's year of birth (with respondents born in more
recent years having better educated parents) and ethnic group (with
Black and Hispanic respondents having less educated parents than
non-minority respondents).

Parental encourage !trent of reading. SPPA participants were
asked: "Did your parentsor other adult members of the
householdencourage you to read books which were not required
for school or religious studies: often, occasionally, or never?" Of
those in the 1985 SPPA, 37 percent reported that theirparents en-
couraged them to read often; 29 percent were encouraged occa-

Pfft-
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TABLE 10. keladonship BetWeen Nrent Education LeVel and Literauire'Read-:
ing, Poetry,Reading, Creative Wrking, and Bock 'Or Hagiiine Reading in Last

Mcinths, and Proportion of Adults with,Parents at.Each,Ediication'LeVel,
US. ,Adults Aged 18 and Over. 1982 and '1985.

Proportion of POPuiation GroupWhc3.-..
,

Read
LiteMture

Read

poetry

1982

'Did
Creative
Writing

:Read
Books,

Magazines

Datz,

ALL ADIJLTS 56.4% 19.8% 6.5% 64.1%

PARENTS EDUCATION
College grad pius el.0% 35.9% 110% 97.9%
Some college 7c,0% 33.4% 12.6% 96.8%
High schooI, grad. 64.9% 22.0% 9.1% 91.1%
Some high school 56.9% 20.0% 4:6% 82.1%
Grade school only 43.1% 14.4% 2.6% 71.5%

1985 Data

Proportion' of Adults
with Parents at Each

,Fducation Level

ALL ADULTS 56.0%
1985 1982

PARENT'S EDUCATION
College grad plus 78.3% 15.4% 15.0%

Some college 78.3% 12.2% 9.4%
High school grad. 61.7% 35.2% 34.2%
Some high school 50.8% 10.4% 11.7%

Grade school only 42:9% 26.7% 29.7%

100.0% ioo:o%

SOURCE. National Endowment for the Arts and U.S. Bureau of the CensUs,
1982 and 1985 Surveys of Public Participation in the Arts, tabula-
tions by N. and M. Winglee from public use data files.
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sionally; and 34 percent, never.
The relationship between parental encouragement to read and

adult literature reading was quit strong, stronger even than the
relationship between the respondent's education level and litera-
ture reading. For persons who were frequently encouraged to read
as children, the odds- were nearly four-to-one that they had read
a novel, short story, poem, or 1.:ay in the last 12 months. For those
who were never encouraged to mad, on the other hand, the odds
were more than two-to-one against them having read literature in
the last year. Parental encouragement was also related to the chances
of having done other types of reading Jr creative writing, though
not as strongly. (ible 11.)-

As would be expected, reports that the parents encouraged the
respondent to read-were related to the parents' education level. If
the parents were college graduates, 61 percent of the resPondents
said they were often encouraged to read. On the Other hand, if the
parents had an elementary education, only 25 percent were often
encouraged to read, and more than half were never encouraged.
Parental encouragement also varied acros.-, ethnic groups. It was
less common among Hispanics than among Blacks, whites, or Asi-
ans. Only 20 percent of Hispanic respondents reported thai they
were often encouraged to read, and 54 percent said they were never
encouraged. (able 12.)

Women were more likely than men to report that they hadbeen
encouraged to read as children (42 percent of the women, as op-
posed to 32 percent of the men). Parental encouragement also varied
by year of birth, with those born more recently being considera-
bly more apt to have been encouraged as children. Only 26 per-
cent of those born in 1910 or earlier reported that they had often
been encouraged to read, and less than half had been encouraged
el= occasionally. By contrast, 40 percent or more of those born
since World War II were given frequent encouragement, and 70
percent or more received at least occasional encouragement.

Limitations of the evidence of socialization effects. The data
just reported seem to provide evidence that the encouragement of
reading in childhood helps to form an abiding habit ofreading for
pleasure and enlighteinnent. The differences across groups in paren-
tal encourager it are also generally consistent with the group
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TABLE II. Relationship Between Socialization Facters (Patvntal Encourage-
ment of ReaJing, Respondent's Exposure to Creative Writing Lessons) and
Literature Reading, Poetry Reading; Creative Writing, and Book or Magazine
Reading in Last 12 Months, U.S. Adults Aged18 and Over, 1982 and 1985.

Pro ortion of Population Grou

Read
Literature

Read
Poetry

Did
Creative
Writing

Read

Books,
Magazines

19821985
ALL ADULTS 56.0% 19.8% 6.5% 84.1%

PARENTS ENCOURAGED READING
Often 79.0% 32.8% 10.4% 94.6%
Occasionally 57.0% 17.1% 6.0% 87.6%
Never 32.0% 9.1% 2.8% 64.8%

R HAD CREATIVE WRITING LESSONS'
Yes 88.2% 46.8% 25.2% 98.5%
No 49.6% 15.2% 2.7% 79.9%

'R denotes respondent.

SOURCE. National Endowment for the Arts, and U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1982 and 1985 Surveys of Public Participation in the Arts, tabula.
tions by N. Zill and M. Winglee from public use data files.
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"TABLE 12: Frequency with Whkh Pari'fltSEncourapd Rlading bearept Edu-
cation Le Vel, Yeai, of Respondent's BirEthnkGrotiP, ind Geode:4bl Ad*
Aged IS and Over, 1985,

Parents Encourapd-Reiding....

Tótal,Often Occasionally Never

Percent Distribtitions

ALL ADULTS 37.3% 29.0% 33.7% 100.0%

PARENT'S EDUCATION
College graduate 30.5% 28.0% 11.5% 100.0%
Some college 52.7% 30.4% 16.8% 99.9%
High school grad. 10.7% 36.1% 23.2% 100.0%
Some high school 35.4% 32.8% 31.8% 100.0%
Grade school only 24.9% 23.6% 51.4% 99.9%

YEAR OF R'S BIRT1 r
1956-1967 40.1% 32.3% 27.6% 100.0%
1936-1955 38.6% 32.8% 28.6% 100.0%
1935 or earlier 33.6% 22.4% 44.0% 100.0%

ETHNIC GROUP
White 38.8% 29.7% 31.5% 100.0%
Black 37.9% 27.1% 34.9% 99.9%
Hispanic 20.2% 25.5% 54.3% 100.0%
Asian, other 43.6% 22.9% 33.5% 100.0%

GENDER
Female 42.3% 26.9% 30.8% loan
Male 31.7% 31.3% 37.0% 100.0%

'Ft denotes respondent

SOURCE National Endowment for the Arts and US. Bureau of the Census,
1985 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, tabulations by N.
Zill and M. Winglee from public use data files.
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differences in literary participation that Avere reported earlier. A
,few caveats are in order, however. lb bnin with, the evidence on
socialization effects is based on retrospiktve recall of parental edu-
cation levels and encouragement,,rather than on observations or
reports made at the time. With such distant recall, them ifi the pos-
sibility that memory is distorting the past to make it consistent with
present behavior, or that reports of literature reading and paiental
encounigement are Mated because of common response bias. Thus,
to be properly cautious, the evidence should really be seen as sug-
gestive rather than-definitive.

Furthermore, eveh if the relationships between parental charac-
teristics and adult literary pardcipation prove to be genuine, the
mechanism involved might be at least partly genetic,.rather.than
wholly environmental. The same criticism applies here as has been
applied to studies of family influences on children's school achieve-
ment.° High parental education levels and encouragement of
reading could be seen as markers of high IQ or of literary talent
and interest, which may be passed on to the child as much or more
throuih shared genes as through a nurturing home environment.

It should abo be noted that while growing up in a home where
parents read a lot and reading materials are readily available is con-
ducive to later literary participation, it is not essential. In the past,
when educational opportunities were more limited, many individu-
als who became well-read adults were raised by parents whe could
not or did not read themselves. It does seem possible for schools
and libraries to make up for what the home does not provide. On
the other hand, the findings on parental encouragement of reading
suggest that, in trying to teach young people to develop a lifelong
appreciation for literature, the emotional context in which the learn-
ing occurs is important.

Creative Mang Classes
In addition to family influences, adult reading habits are shaped

by the formal training a person has received. The SPPA found that
adultg who had taken lessons in music, art, acting, ballet, or classes
in music or art appreciation, were more likely to attend or take
part in related artistic activities than people who had not taken les-
sons or classes:4 As described below, a similar relationship was
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obtained between creative writing classes and literary participa-
tion. Here again, the issue arises of Whether having taken a class
is a cause of later participation or merely an indicator that the peison
has a predilection for the subject. Probably both meehanisms con-
tribute to the observed relationships.

Respondents in the arts surveys were asked whether they had
ever taken lessons or a class in creative writing. Those who said
they had were asked to specify in which f four age ranges (elemen-
tary school, secondary school, college, later adulthood) the class-
es were taken. In the 1985 SPPA, 18 percent of all adults said they
had taken creative writing lessons or classes at some point. Most
had received such instruction when they were of high school or
college age. (Thble 13.) Only 3 percent had taken writing classes
when they were 25 or older. Practically identicalproportions were
obtained in the 1982 SPPA.

Creative writing lessons were less common than music les-
sons (which had been taken by nearly half of all adults), crafts les-
sons (about a third had received these at some pdint), or visual
arts lessons (one quarter nad taken these). They wme about as fre-
quent as music appreciation or art appreciation clAsses, and more
common than acting or ballet lessons (each of which had been taken
by about one tenth of all respondents).

If the person hats taken a lesson or class in creative wr:zing,
the odds were nearly nine-to-one that he or she had read a novel,
short story, poem, or play in the last 12 months. 1 ar those who
had not taken such a class, the odds were about 50-50. Adults who
had taken writing classes were also more likely to have read po-
etry and books and magazines in general. (Thble 11.) As mightbe
expected, there was a moderately strong relationship between tak-
ing writing classes and doing creative writing. Although only a
quarter of those who had ever taken a class in creative writing had
done such writing within the last year, this rate was eight times
higher than that for adults who had not taken such courses.

Significant correlations between writing instruction and liter-
ary participation were found no matter at what ages the writing
classes had been taken. However, courses taken 'in the college years
(18-24) seemed to make slightly more of a difference than those
at other ages.

R7



TABLE 13. Number and Proportion of Adult;Mho'Had Creadye Writing°
Lessons at Various Ages, US. Aitii.s Aged 18 and Over. 1982 and.1985.

Number Proportion

1985 1982 1985 1982

Age at Which_
Lessons Were Taken

ALL AGES 30.6 mil. 29.7 mil. 18% 18%

Less than 12 yrs. 1.6 1.3 1% 1%

12-17 years 14.6 12.7 9% 8%

18-24 years 16.5 16.6 10% 10%

25 yrs. or more 5.0 5.0 3% 3%

SOURCE. National Endowment for the Arts and US. Bureau of the Census,
1962 and,1985 Surveys of Public Porticipation in tht Arts, tabula-
tions fr n public use data riles.
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The more education a person had, the more likely he or she
was to have taken a course in creative writing. Nearly 40 percent
of those with some college education haa done so, as contrasted
to about 10 percent of those who stopped at high school, and only
3 percent of those who did not complete high school. Wilting train-
ing was also more common among those with more educated par-
ents aud parents who had encouraged reading. (lhble 14.) The
chances of having had formal training in creMive writing as part
of one's education have increased markeay la this century. Only
3 percent of those born in 1910 or earlier received-cuch inrauc-
tion, as opposed to about 15 percent of those born in the late 1930s
or early 1940s, and nearly 30 percent of those bofn since the
mid-1950s. Non-Hispanic white respondents were twice as likely
to have received some creative writing training as Black or Asian
respondents, and five times more likely than Hispanic respondents.
Women were slightly more likely than men to have taken such a
course.

Current Life Style

It seems plausible that people's literature reading habits are in-
fluenced by major aspects of their daily lives, such as their jobs,
marital situations, and family responsibilities. What people do for
a living shapes their interest, affects the amount of time and mon-
ey they have for reading and book purchasing, and exposes them
to other people who may encourage or discourage certain types
of reading. Similarly, a person's marital status and family situa-
tion have effects on interests, di cretionary time and money, and
exposure to different types of people. Job, marital, and family cir-
cumstances also have a good deal to do with a person's need for
stimulation, solace, or escape.

As shown below, there were indeed associations in the arts
survey data between literature reading and aspects of daily life.
The associations proved to be weaker thanone might expect, how-
ever, especially after controlling for related factors such as educa-
tion, income, age, and gender. Theze findings sunest that literature
reading is a fairly, robust habit that can persist in the face of time
pressures and competition from other activities. The other side of

6_;)
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TAOLE:14: Pitikirtiori ofM Ulti, WhO.Have EveW Les-
sons by Ft4spondent's Education Level, Year of.81rthiEihn3c Grotip,
'Parent's Education Level, and Parental Encouragentent oi Reitring,'LLS. MuliS
Aged' 18 and Ovir; 1985.

ALL ADULTS

EDUCATION LEVEL
Some college
High school graduate
Less than high school

YEAR OF R'S BIRTH

HaVe Had -LesSons, In Ci'eatiVe)kriting:

Yes No Total

Percent DiStributions,

I 8.0%

38.7%
10.6%

2.6%

82'.0%

61.3%
89.4%
97.4%

106.0%

(00.C%
100.0%

100.0%

1956-1967 28.4% 71.6% 100.0%

1936-1955 20.1% 79.9% I MO%
1935 or earlier 7.5% 92.5% 100.0%

ETHNIC GROUP
White 20.4% 79.6% 100.0%

Black 12.1% 87.9% 100.0%
Hispanic 4.1% 95.9% 100.0%

Asian, other 9.0% 91.0% 100.0%

GENDER
Female 19.0% 81.0% 100.0%
Male 16.9% 83.1% 100.0%

PARENT'S EDUCATION
College graduate 40.9% 59.1% 100.0%

Some college 36.2% 63.8% 100.0%

High school graduate 19.7% 80.3% 100.0%

Some high school 11.3% 88.7% 100.0%

Grade school only 5.1% 94.9% 100.0% -

PARENTS ENCOURAGED READING
Often 32.7% 67.3% 100.0%

Occasionally 14.4% 85.6% 100.0%

Never 5.7% 94.3% 100.0%

SOURCE. National Endowment for the Art: and U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1985 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, tabulations by
N. Zill and M. Winglee from public use data files.
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this coin is that those who are non-readers of literature do not sud-
denly take it up when placed in circumstances that would seem
to give them the opportunity to do so.

Employment and Student Status
The Survey of Public Participation in du.. Arts collected in-

formation about whether the respondent was currently employed,
and, if so, at what job and for how many hours per week. The
respondent's current employment status was significantly related
to all types of reading surveyed, as well as to creative writing. (Thble
lf.)

In general, those in the labor force (i.e., those working or look-
ing for paid work) were more likely than those not in the labor
force to have read literature. Students-were A notable exception to
this rule. They showed the highest rates of literary participation
of all the employment groups. For students in the 1985 SPPA, for
example, the odds were about three-to-one that they had read fic-
tion, poetry, or drama in the last 12 months. More than a third
had read poems and nearly a fifth had done some creative writing
in that period.

Of course, the high participation rates of students are partly
due to their being required to read works of literature for courses
they are taking. In addition, students tend to be immersed in the
world of books and to associate with others who read, recommend,
and talk about books. What many will fmd remarkable about the
SPPA findings, however, is not that students' reading rates are so
high, but that they are not higher.

Of men and women in the labor force, those who worked part-
time had somewhat higher rates of literary participation than those
who worked full-time. Those who had. a job but were not at work
(because of illness, maternity leave, a labor dispute, etc.) also had
above-average rates of literature reading, but not of poetry reading
or writing. These differences support the notion that having mom
non-work time available results in more reading of literature. How-
ever, people who work part-time are more likely to be female and
younger than those who work full-time. Thus, the factors of gen-
der and age contribute to the observed differences as well.

In contrast, those who were unemployed (i.e., without jobs
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TABLE 15. Relationship Between CurientEmployment Status and iiteratur'e'
Reading, Poetry Reading; Creative Writing, and Bo Ok-or Magazine Reading,
in Last 12 Months, US. Adults Aged:I8 and Over,1985.

Proportion of Population Group Who...

Read
Literature

'Read
Poetry

Did
Creative
Writing

'Read

Books,
Magazines

ALL ADULTS 56.0% 18.6% 6.2% 85.6%

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

In Labor Force
Working full time 56.0% 17.8% 7.0% 88.5%
Working part time 61.0% 29.2% 10.1% 90.0%
With job, not at work 64.5% 19.2% 4.8% 88.2%
Unemployed 50.5% 13.3% 3.9% 76.7%

Not In Labor Force
Student 74.5% 35.3% 19.2% 93.6%
Keeping house 55.4% 16.4% 3.2% 83.5%
Retired, other 49.1% 17.5% 2.5% 76.5%
Disabled 33.7% 14.4% 0.0% 67.2%

SOURCE. National Endowment for the Arts and U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1985 Survey of Pub lk Partiopation in the Arts, tabulations by N.
Zill and M. Wing lee from public use data files.
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and/or rooking for work) showed below-evorage levels of literary
participation and reading in gener.l. In thisnase, the factor of time
available to read was aPparently negated by the generally lower
education and income levels, and higher concentrations of ethnic
minorities among the unemployed. Lower educationdlevels were
also the dominant factor in the below-average leading and writing
rates shown by- those who had retired from the labor force.

Those who were full-time homemakers had average rates of
literature reading, about the same as those who worked full-time
at paid jobs. Given that most of the homemakers were women,
however, the literary participation rates were lower than would be
expected. The demands of homemaking and childrearing may have
played a role here.

The small group that W a s not in the labor force because they
were disabled showed the lowest rates of literary participation. This
group had high proportions of older members with little educa-
tion and members of minority ethnic groups. In addition, some
of the people in this group had disabilities that made it difficult
or impossible for them to read.

Occupational Group
The type of occupation at which a person worked showed a

moderately strong relationship with literature reading. White col-
lar workers were generally above average in their reading habits,
whereas blue collar workers were below average. For those in
professional occupations, such as medicine, law, and college teach-
ing, for example, the odds were about three-to-one that they had
read a work of literature in the past 12 months. For sales and cler-
ical workers, the odds were about two-to-one. On the other hand,
for those in the skilled crafts, such as electricians, machinists,
mechanics, and tool and die makers, the odds were about six-to-
four against their having read literature. And for laborers, the odds
were two-to-one against. Service workers, such as waiters, bankers,
dental assistants, and flight attendants, were intermediate. The odd-
that they had read some literature wine slightly better than 50-.,
about the same as the national average. Similar relationships were
found with poary reading and creative writing. (Table 16.)

Of course, a person's occupation is closely related to his or

'7 3
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TABLE16'. Refationship OCcUpitional
'Poetri kkaciug,,,Creadve Writing,-.4nd BOok Or14404, FieSiding
Mohths. US, Adults Aged, la and- (Wit, 1985: ,

Literature

ProPortion of-Populition,Group Whà

Re 4

,

Read

Poetry-
Creative
Writing- r''/Latazines-

ALL ADULTS 56% 19% 6% 86%,

Observed Proportions

OCCUPATIONAL CLASS
,Profession41 76% 34% .19% 98%
Mancigerial 71% 22% I I % 93%
Sales, ,:le rical 67% 22% 5% 94%
Service Workers 54% 21% 11% 86%
Crafts:Tien 42% 13% 3% '86%
Operatives 37% 9% 2% 68%
Laborers 36% 7% 0% 81%

Adjusted Proportions

OCCUPAI1OrAL CLASS
Professional 60% 26% 14%
Managerial 62% 16% 8% 87%
Sales, 'Clerical 0% 18% 3% 90%
Service Workers 20% IQ% .?0%
Craftsmen .53% 18% 5% 909,5

Operatives 48% 13% 4% 76%
Laborers 48% I I % 2% 8896

Note: Adjusted proportions derived through multiple classificatiOn:analysis.
Proportions adjusted to compensate for vanations across groups in.age, sex,
education, income, ethrdc composition, and other backgroiind characteristics.

SOURCE National Endowfnent fOr the Arts and U.S. Bureau of the Census,
185 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts. MCA anabss re:sults

derived frnm: Robinsor John P. -et aL, Public Participation in the
Arts: Final Report on tbe 1985 Survey, `:...'ollege Park, MD: Universi-
ty of Maryland Survey Research Center, December 1986, Tables 3.3,
3.4, 5.3a' & b, and 5.4a & Ix
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her educational attainment and income level. Thus, much of the
variation in reading- habits 4cross occupational classes could be
attributed to these factors, rather than to Occupationper se. WhO
education, income, and Other background fadors were taken into
account,zthe differendes among occupatiOnai classeS were conSider-
ailly reduced. Some significant variatiOn remained, though. The
adjusted odds were about six-to-four in -tavor ofa person having
read literature if he or she werea professional, manager, oroleri-
cal employee, whereas they were slightly less than 50-50, if the
person were an operative (such as a truck driver) or a laborer.

Marital Status
At first glance, there seemed to be only a weak and some-

what ineonsistent rele 'whip between a person's marital situation
and his or her literature reading habits. Marital categories that con-
tained a predominance of younger, persons, namely the never mar-
ried and separated, were slightly higher in liti-rary participation,
whereas the widowed, a group comprising mostly older persons,
showed relatively lcw rates cf reading and writing. The observed
differences, however, appeared to be more a matter of age and edu-
cation than of nuptial status. (Table 17.) After controlling for age,
education, and race, a small but interesting difference emerged:
people who were separated (but not those who were divorced) had
slightly higher rates of literature reading. poetry reading, and crea-
tive writing, than people in the other marital categories. These find-
ings suggest that people tend to turn to literature to help deal with
the personal crisis of marital separation.

Presence of Children
Taking care of children can be time consuming. Tmte use sur-

veys have shown that parent of King children, especially mothers,
spend less time in eating, sleeping, and non-child-related recrea-
tional activities than adults without children.° In the 1985 SPPA
data, however, there seemed to be little difference between the liter-
? reading habits of adults with children and those of adults with-
o children. After controlling for education, age, and other
demograpiiic factors, a small but significant difference did emerge,
with parents of children under 6 years of age showing slightly lower
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TABLE'17: Relationship Between Marital:Stattis and Literature ReadingitRo-
'etri Reading, Creative Writing, anti Boolc.or'Maga4ne."Readi4 in, t.ast: I 2
Months, U.S. AduIts;ed 18, ancLOVer,

,PropOrtirtin cif,Populatich'GrnuP Who...

Read

Literature
Read

Poetry

Dio,
Crealive
Writing

Read

Magazines.

ALL ADULTS 56% 19% 96 86%

Obserixvc1 ProportionS

MARITAL STATUS
Never Married 57% P% 1% 86%
Harried , 56% 18% 5% 87%

Separated 55% 27% r 0% 84c;.

Divorced 57% 13% 6% -87%

Widowed 49% 15% 0% 80%

Adjusted Proportions

MARITAL STATUS
Never Married 55% 19% 9% 83%
Married 56% 19% 6% 86%

Separated 60% 29% 10% 89%

Divorced 56% 14% 6% fl%
Widoweo 57% 19% 4% 87%

Note. Adjusted_ proportions denved through multiple classification analysis.
Proportions adjusted to compensate for variations across groups in age, sex,
educaticn, income, ethnic composition, and other background characteristics.

SOURCE. National Endowment for the Arts, wid.1.15. Bureau of the Census,
1985 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts. MCA analysis results
derived from: Robinson, John P., et al., Public Partidpation in the
Arts: Final Report on the 1985 Survey, College ParkMD:.Universi-
ty of Maryland Survey Research Center, Decernber 1986. ibles 3.3,
3.4, 5.3a & b, and 5.4a &
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1'4k 18. Rilitikl+ship teiweo Oattlit;i*iitri'apd
etryReading, Creative Writing,and'Eloolc-br M4azine-Readinkin.:4$ 12
ilonths: =U.S. Mutts -Aged;18 andOi, I985 . . . e

- . , e . "'
PiLcyortion-, of poputation Groo,Who

y

pid .Fte:ad.
Red Read CreatiVe Book's,

Literature 'Poetry Writing, Magaiiries5,"

'ALL ADULTS 56% 19% 6% 86%

PRESENCE AND Observed 'Proportions
AGE OF a-kpREN

No childrer at home 56% 19% 6% 85%
One child under 6 15% :7% 90%

children under 6 54% 18% 5% 87%.
One child 6-11 57% 17% 8% 84%
Two children 6-11 61% 20% 9% 92%

PRESENCE AND Adjusted Proportions
AGE OF CHILDREN

No children at home 57% 20% 6% 85%
One child under 6 50% 13% 5% 88%
Two children under 6 51% 18% 5% , 83%
One child 6-11 55% 17% 8% 84%
Two children 6-11 57", 19% 10% 89%

Note: Adjusted proportions derived through multiple classification analysis.
Proportions adjusted to compensate for variations across groups in age, sex,
education, income, ethnic composition, and other backgrowia characteristics.
For simplicity, groups with older children have been omitted.

SOURCE: National Endowment for the Arts and U.S. Bureau 'of the Census,
1985 Survey of Public Participatian in the Arts. MCA analysis rults
derived from: Robinson, johnT., et al.,. Public PartiaPation ip the
Arts: Final Report on the 1905 Survey; Celkge Park, MD: Univers,
ty of Maryland Survey Research Center, December 1986, Tables 3.3,
3.4, 5.3a & h and 5.4a & b.
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rates of libnature and poetry reading than parents of children 6
and older, or non-parents. (Ikble 18.) The differences might have
been greater if the survey had measuted the number of books read,
rather than just the fact of having read literature or not.

Of course, for some adults, having .children serves to bring
them back into contact with literature or to increase their reading,
at least of children's and youth-oriented books. In the BISG sur-
vey of book reading, more than a quarter of all adult fiction
readersor 10 percent of all adultshad'read a juveni1/3 or chil-
dren's book in the last six months. Presumably nuch of this was
parent;reading to young children or reading aloud with older chil-
dren. keatibt,a, to a child was also the third leading reason (after
reading for pleasure and general knowledze) that &do,: readers
gave for reading. This reason was citcd by 29 perceat of the fic-
tion readers.5°

The Role of Television
Television watching is often cited as an activity that competes

with readini and as a major reason why peoph do not read more
literature. Yet television can be a spur to purchasing books and
reading, as when an author appears on a talk show, a book is made
into a television program or movie, or is advertised on television
or mentioned or reviewed on a cultural program. In the BISG sur-
vey on bock reading, respondents were asked to rate the impor-
tance of valious fa -tors in selecting books to read and purchase.
"Seeing a movie a. ,V show based on the book" was among the
top eight reasons for selecting a book, rated as "very important"
by more than a quarter of tt'e readers, and at least "somewhat im-
portant" by 60 percent of them.51

Adults interviewed in the SPPA were asked to report the number
of hours the) watched television on an average day. In the 1985
survey, ciose to 30 percent of all respondents reported that they

atched 4 or more hours per day, which is here categorized as a
"heavy" viewing pattern. About a quarter said they watched less
than 2 hours per day ("light" viewing). The remainder, about 45
percent, watched between 2 and 4 hours ("moderate" viewing).
A similar viewing bleakdown was obtained in the 1982 SPPA. (Table
19.)
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4...0B1E-' 1 4i: 'Arriaiiitt oit--4Tejlevisicn Viewing Reportcd bi Us. Arruks Aied
la rnd Over, 1982iiid 1985.

.

Percent Distribution

- .
,Estiniated Number of
VieWers inl?oriulation.

,1985: 198 1985' f982
TELEVISION VIEWING
Light (<2'Hrs/Day) 25,6% 24.0% 43.5 ma. 39.3 mil.
Moderate.(2-3 Hrs) 45.9% 44.8% 78.1 73.3
Heavy (4 Hrs-plus) 28.5% 31.2% 48.5 51.1
Total 100.0% 100.0% 170.1 mil. 1637 'Mil,

SOURCE: NatiOnal Endowment for the Arts and,US.-Burea.0 of the censils,
1982 and 1985 Surveys of Public Participation in the Arts, tabula-
tions by N. Zill and m. Winglee from public use data files.

TABLE 20. Relationship Between Television Viewing and Literature Reading,
Poetry Reading, Creative Writing, and Book or Magazine Reading in Last 12
Months, U.S. Adults Aged 18 and Over, 1982 and 1985:

Proportion of Population Group Who...

Read

Literature

Did
Read Creative

Poetry Writing

Read

Books,
Magazines

1982 Data

ALL ADULTS 56.4% 19.8% 6.5% 84.1%

TELEVISION VIEWING
Light (<2 Hrs/Day) 61.9% 28.8% 9.5% 81.2%
Moderate (2-3 Hrs) 58.8% 21.1% 6.7% 86.5%
Heavy (4 Hrs plus) 49.9% 14.6% 4.8% 79.3%

1985 Data

ALL ADULTS 56.0%

TELEVISION VIEWING
Light (<2 Hrs/Day) 59.6%
Moderate (2-3 Hrs) 56.4% n.a. n.a. n.a.
Heavy (4 Hrs plus) 52.9%

';OURCE: National Endowment for the Arts and U.S. Bureau of the Cenius,
1982 and 1985 Surveys of Public Participation in the Aet, tabula-
tions by N. Zill and M. Winglee from public use data files,
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When the reports of TV watching wem cross-tabulated with
reports of literature reading, a negative but 2ziatively weak rela..
tionship between reading and viewing emerged. In the 1985 data,
the odds that "light" TV Viewers had read a work of literature in
the last 12 months were slightly better than average, about six-to-
four. For "heavy" viewers, on the other hand, the odds were slightly
below avenge, about 50-50. "Moderate" television viewers were
about average in their literature reading propensity.

A similar but slightly stronger relationship was obtained with
the 1982 survey data. (Lb le 20.) These data also permitted an anal-
ysis of the association between TV viewing and the other literary
participation measures, which was not possible with the 1985 sur-
vey. Both poetry reading and creative writing showe4 negative rela-
tionshipc with time watclting television, with the relationship for
poetry being slightly stronger. Light TV viewers were twice as likely
to have read poetry or done some creative writing as heavy view-
ers. Interestingly, the relationship between TV viewing and the read-
ing uf books and magazines wo curvilinear, with the moderate
viewing group showing a slightly higher proportion of readers than
either the light or heavy viewing groups. This could be because
poorly educated non-readers are apt to be either heavy viewers of
television or on-viewers.

Countervailing tendencies. It may be that the overall associa-
tion between TV viewing and literature reading is not stronger be-
cause there are opposing tendencies at work. As noted earlier, those
who are active in one type of leisure activity tend to be active m
other types as well. Some people simply d) more than others, even
though everyone is constrained by the limber of hours in the day.
This phenomenon is recognized ir, the saying, "If you want some-
thing done, ask the busy person to do it." We also know that there
are large individual differences in reading speed. Moreover, time-
use studies tell us that television watching is often done as a secon-
dary activity; i.e., something that goes on while other activities
are occurring.'

At some level, however, there must be lltrade-off between one
form of media participation and other forms. it seems likely that
the trade-off between television and literature reading would be
more visible if additional info( .*ion about the types and quanti-
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Chapter 4
Expending the Audience:
What Can Be Done?

The State of Literature Reading

The survey results rep I here contain both good and bad news
for those who would lib., see literature in Amer !..... not only sur-
vive but flowish. The, Major piece of good news is that despite
concerns about illiteracy and aliteracy in the United States, more
than half of all Ame63an adults report that they ha7 read some
fiction, poetry, or dmma within the last yeir. Levels of reading
in the U.S. seem to be zomparuble to those In Great BritaLn and,
as fiir as can be determined, other industrialized countries. In ad-
dition, general education levels have risen, recent generations of
adults are more likely than older generations to have been en-
couraged to read as children, and growing numbers of pcoplc have
been exposed to creative writing claSSes.

The surveys indicate that older adults are less likely to be read-
ers of literature than middle-aged or youg adults. However, the
differences in reading propensities appc...r to be more a function
of older, citizens' lower education levels than of age per se, imply-
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ing that literature reading levels among the elderly should go up
in the future as the current cohorts of elders are replaced by the
more educated senior citizens of tomorrow.

Other aspects of the survey results are less heartening Follow-
up questions asking what people meant when they, said they had
read novels or short stories revealed that some of the reports were
erroneous and most involved the reading of lightweight, genre fic-
tion (thrillers, romances, science fiction, horror stories, etc.) as
opposed to more significant and enduring works. Of the 56 per-
cent &adults who reported reading fiction, poetry, or drama within
a 12-month period,,kss than half had read works of literary nierit,
comprising betwetn a tenth and a quarter of the adult population.
Moreover, the audience for meritorious contemporary works ap-
peared to be smaller still, constituting something like 7 to 12 per-
cent of all adults. Thus, although most Americans can and do read,
followers of seibus 'literature are distinctly in the minority.

Anothei discouraging fmding is that while literature reading
is likely to increase among older Americans, it seems to be decreas-
ing among young adults. Data from severa/ surveys point to a de-
cline during the 1970s and 1980s in the frequency of reading among
those under the age of 30. Literature has also become an art that
is neglected by men and dominated by women. As of the mid-1980s,
women made up nearly 6C percent of the readers, and almost two-
thirds of the would-be writers of literature.

Whereas women are overrepresented, ethnic minorities con-
tinue to be underrepresented in the audience for literature. Despite
the growing visibility and influence of Blackand Hispank writers,
less than 45 percent of Black or Hispanic adults reported reading
fiction, poetry, or drama. Their lower reading rates are largely at-
tributable ) their lower average education levels. But even when
they have equivalent years of schooling, national testing programs
have found that Black and Hispanic youths are less adept readers
than non-minority young people. Blacks and Hispanic adults have
had less exposure to creative writing classes than white adults, and,
as children, Hispanics were less apt to have been encouraged to
rear.; by their parents.

The survey finding that may be most disappointing, however,
is tt simple fact that large numbers of American aduks-44

C C.;



percent----do not read literature at all. Most of the nonTreaders of
literative !now how tosead. They have completedhigh schóohand
been ex.Posed to atleaSt. some instruction inliteratird apprecia,
tion. Yet they read nothing in the way of fictieti, poetry, dr dram
Why is it that literarare in general and quality literature in particu-
lar are uot read mire widely? What can be done to enCourage such
reading?

Why Quality Literature Is Not Read More Wilely

Three broad explanations can be suggested for why literature of
merit is not read More _widely: a shortage of readers who appreci-
ate good literature, a dearth- of writers mho can communicate to
amass audiende While mainfainit high literary standards, and a
need for more resources and knowledge to be applied to the:pro-
motion of literary works. Much attention has beenpaid of late:to
developinents relevant to the first category; i.e., to changes in our
educational system and broader society that may be producing fewer
citizens who appreciate good literature arid fide art. These develop-
ments are of legitimate concern to all who value the arts and hu-
manities. When it comes to recommending steps to increase the
audience for literature, however, the suggestions that seem most
feasible to carry out fall mainly in the third category.

Readers Ifito Don't Appreciate
1- American society turning out fewer adults nowadays who

have the skills and inclination to appreciate serious literature? Com-
mentators on the U.S. cultural scene have pointed to a number of
social trends that may be having stultifying effects on the enjoy-
ment of literature, and on the appreciation of other arts and hu-
manities as well.

Educational deterioration. Many critics claim that the U.S.
educational system has deteriorated, and that high schools and col-
leges are doing a poor job of transmitling the Western cultural her-
itage to students. The schools have been accused of not teaching
the skills required to appreciate great literature and art, not giving
students a solid grounding in the classics, not nurturing a love for
language, not requiring memorizatipn of great-poetry and, prose,

4
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glowing students to get away with careless writing, and other fail-
ings.53 Research findings lend some supporrto,these criticisms,
but the picture is more complex than isbally .portr4ed.

As is pow well knoknohe CollegeEntrance Examination
Boaris-Scholastic-Aptitude Testsand other natibmvide tasting pro-
grams gAve eviderre of significant deteriorationin student knowl,
edge-and proficie44 dining the late 1960s and 1970s. Not only,
did average test scores go doWn but also fewer stud.:nts,displayed
high levels of achievemenrin either verbal-or quantitative skills..
Test scores have recovered somewhat during the 1980s, but the
ackaevement levels of today's, college-bound students are Still sigr
nificantly Tower than thoSe of comparable students in the early
1960s.s4

The National Asses;inent of Educational Pmgess (NAEP) has
found that today's'high school students know relatiVelylittle about
mo4em -American literature, even though most have received in-
stxuction iu literature appreciation.55 Earlier assessments 'Showed
that student attitudes about readiug literal= become prOgressively
more negative as one goes from elementary school to junior high
to high school students.51n 1985, NAEP assessed the litezt.&7
skills of young adults (ages 21-25) and found that 95 percent could
read and understand the printed word, butonly a small percentage
could understand complex material. For example, only 9 percent
of the young adults could understand an unfamiliar and rather subtle
short poem by Emily Dickinson well enough to explain what the
poet was trying to express.57

Thereis other research evidence; however, _that casts Ftera-
ture mstructiOn in U.S. schools in a mon favorable light. For One
thing, U.S. schools arc now ct least trying to educate minority stu-
dents who were written off in the past and me still relatively neglect-
ed by educational systems in other nations. NAEP and other testing
programs have shown thPt significant progress has been made during
the last tvio decades in raising the basic reading and Atriungskills
of Black and Hispanic students.55 In an international ccnParison
of literature eacation in ten countries, Alan Purves and-his col-
leagues found that "The United States brings a higher prop.mlion
of its age cohort farther along-in reading thln any other country
in the sample without the best students suffering:'59 Overall, U.S.
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itudents did not fare badly in intemvional tests of litemtUre achiever
ment, although their achievement, was not quite-as -good as that
of British sttidents in some areas ahd the U.S. ittident displayed
more negative attitudes toward literature than students in other min-
tries. Analyses of the international testresults showed that hothe
background was at least as importat.t as school factors in account-
ing for individual differences in literature achievement. The ana-
lyses also called into question some of The preOcriptions that have
beenmadeforimproving-literamre instruction. It WAS found, for
example, that students who did nnt frequently have td recite litera-
ture from meinory period-bed better than those who did.w

Evidence from the College Board Achievement Testing Pro-
gram indicatevhat -the study ofliterature inay b gmwbg more
popular, and,' S. high schoce- seem to be holding their own in
teaching literature appreoirion to the best students. The number
of students who took the Literature AchieVenrient Test increased .

by nearly 50 percent between 1980-1981- and 1985-1986 (going from
15,556 to 22,955 students), and the Mean Score on the '.est increasW
slightly (from 516 to 524) over the same interval* However, only
a small and rather select fraction of college bound students take.
the Literature Test. (In 1985-1986 there were more than 1.6 mil-
lion who took the Scholastic Aptitude Test, 191 thousand, the Eng-
list Composition Test, and more than 40 thousand, the American
History lbst.)6'

Technological change and cultural decay. In contrast to those
who blame our educational system for failing to maintain interest
in literature, .c.. 5er observers point to profound cultural and tech-
nological changes that have occurred in our society and say it is
-42..r to expect the schools to overcome the negtdve effects of these
developments.62 Among the trends that may Ix working to the
detriment of literature akmeciation are:

the increased avaiLbility of alternative forms of entertain-
ment, not only television and movies, but also nesvspapen
with a variety of featup; articles, specialty magazines, elec-
twnic games and personal computers, music videos, etc.;

*Changes in test composition make inadvisable to compare mean scores from
the 1980s with those from Literaturz Achievement Tests given in eaidier years.
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the explosion of Scientific and technical knowledge, which-
has-canSed- jargon tozpioliferateind compels the Citizen
who wants to be-reasonably Well7informed to spend Mord_
time readineactual Material rather than literattire;.
the breakdown-of generally-accepted standaids Of 'artistic,
quality 'an4, mste: ;4 -the face of challenges
writers:, and-artiki; eiAllibertarians, -etludezlinoritim,
feminists, and others;63

the emergence of a youth-oriented entertainment industry-
that is blatantly vulgar and anti-intellectual; and :that
produces and promoteS rock music, Movies, and television
shows aimed explicitly at the teenage and youngiadult an-
dience;64

the advent of a so-called "lite erar in which the mass Me-
dia-and commercial advertising have trained viewers and-
readers of all ages to be impatieri wIih any Work that re-
quireS -serious and sustained_ attention.

Althoa2h-itisLaainly seems plausible' that some or all of these
develepinents could have an:effect on the.reading and apprecia-
tion of literature; there has-been no systemadc research demon-
Strating.conne-tic-s between these Lends and changes in literary
participation.

The iteuenee of televisioh. Aside from the deterioration of the
educational system, the emergence of television as the dominant
medium of U.S. mass communication is most often cited as hav-
ing a degrading influence on American civilization. Television
pmgrunming has been described as addictive fare that is designed
primarily to keep viewers watching through the commercials, Mus
taking up time that might otherwise be. spent inleading or other
more constructive pursuits. Televilon has also been accused of
satiating.the publie appetite -for narrative _with "emi...'y calories"
instead of iatellettual.substange, of reducing public taste to the
lowest common denominator, and of failing to challenge, 'inspire,
or enlighten the viewer. It could be argued as welrthat-television
has_lured writers who might roduee works of broad and endtir7
;11,appeal away from serieus writing and into more lucrativa-liut
ephereral prOjects, suchas scripts for soap operas, situati6n come-

r
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. dies, _and_ made-for-TV movies.

OnlY.a weak negatiVe-association was found4n the spfiA, di*
between television.viewing-andliterature teadio,,;* theo is lii.:-
tledoubt that the advent Of televiSiOn has-h4pMforind effects Oa_
our cultural. life.C-1,5, Againr 'however; researCh -that dornifiehigly
denion.aates li nits hetWeen'television and tiends- in Merely- Par-
ticipation -remain§ -to be done.

-Writers- Who Don't Communicate
Some have argued that at lealt part.of the blame-for the rela,

tively small audiefices.that conternPorary literature com-
mand must be laid at the feet of the Writers aud artists themselves.
The poplar-appeal:of literature and the other arts:has certainly
been affictecrby the separatiOn of the- icrious writer, painter, or
courposer from any sort, of integral rOle in the operation or
cerenonial li1 of-the_SociOty.

Just how far ardstic alienation has come is illustrated by a re-
cent incident in whiCh the late Robert Penn Warren;-who,was then
serving as poet-laureate of the United- StateS, expressedindigna-
tion at the suggestion that he might producea peem or tvloon na-
tional or patriotic themes during:kg 'tenure as -laureate.66 Instead
of feeling honored,that he was being called on to be the poetic voice
of the nation, he apparently felt affronted by the notion. Warren,
is-certainly hot alone in rejecting,the Ole of peorys spokesman.,

Many contemprary writers and artists feel no obligation to deal
with themes that might be of concern land interest to large, num-
bers of their fen* citizens, or to make their Work understanda-
ble, let alone entertaining, to any but the cognoscenti., It is-strucely
surprising then, that the public chooses to stay away in d:-.Oves from
the work- of these writers-and artists.

The current situariork Was eloguently summarized bY publish-
er Dan Lacy in 0980 talk at the:Center for the Book in the Li-
brary of-Congress. Lacy observed-that:

The achievement of that comMunion between author and
read& artist and viewer, composer and audience by which
creation is.consurnmated depends on th,e possession of
a common vocabulary of words arid forms and structures-

8 F
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of meaning. Over the years this common coin grows worn
with nst- se that the freshness and,forde Of communica-
tion it blurred and chirped. You4 writers and painters
-and cOmposerayearn to shatter them for nO forils that;
they feel, will _better expresS their_ meaning. Better, ex,-

preSS indeed,. but ,not:beiter convey-lhat meaning if the
new-minted forms are not part of the audience's-curren-
cy. Communion fails, full creation is aborted and the ar-
tist's work in whatever field becomes a solipsism, to which-
he A:treats with a greater willingness because cf- his grow-
ing contempt for and alienation from society:

One senses today how few are thectitists in anyfield,
at any adequate level of competence, Who feel the strong
central currents of Society surge throUgh them to shape
their Workin the sense that Shakespeare and Haydn and
da Vmci felt at one with their times. In another day even
those creators and thinketa who' felt most alienated and
hostile to the doMinant threes of their timessuch as Karl
Marx, Zola, or Brechtyet felt society itself important7-
quite literally terribly invoaantand themselves and their
work important in challenging it. 7. hey were therefore
balled forth to their utmost not only to express but to con-
vey their meanings, to reach minds, toengage themselves
to the fullsst with the life of their time=whether as its
voice or its foe. I do not frad it ao Wday.67

Publishers Who Don't.Promote
addition to the large-scale social changes described above,

there are more mundane reasons why contemporary literature is
not- more widely read. These reasons have to z'o with a lack of
resources devotedio the promotion of literary books and deficien-
cies in their packaging, advertising, ar.d distribution. In these areas,
there are:actions available to private firms and public:organiza-
tions r.-it might help to boost the sale and readership of contem-
porary 7e.;rks of merit.

As things now stand, relatively little money,or, effort is spent
cn publishing literary books, especially in comparison to the large
amounts spent promoting television programs, movies, popular

,
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magazines, and other mass'media products that compete with books
for the reader's attention. Themodest resources thatare invested
in-promotion tend-to be-spent in-standani-ways: sending the-au-
thor on a book tour, distributing free copies to reviewers and promi-
nent individuals -who might provide testimonials, placing
advertisements in literary magazines or the book review Sections
of newspapers, etc. Most of these methods consist hugely of preach-
ing to the converted rather than tryingto make new disciples from
among those who read only popular fiction, those who do not read
literature at all, or those from ethnic minorities and other social
groups who are underrepresented in the literary audience.

There is, to be sure, a good commercial reason why more pro-
motion is not done: the money to support it is not thete: As men-
tioned earlier,most volumes of serious fiction, ; _?en.y, and drama
do not sell many copies, eVen if they have received excellent reviews.
Publishing these works is typically a losing or marl** profita-
ble proposition. More promotion might lead,to MO* sales, but in
most cases the risks involved seem to be too great or tite projected
sales too small to warrant the investment of additional resources.
Efforts to publidze literary works more widely could, of course, be
subsidized by theprofits (if any) that publkliers make on their more
successful books, or through promotional cmpaigns conducted
by libraries and booksellers, by cash and in-ldnd contributions from
corporations, and by grants from private foundations or public agen-
cies.* All of these forms -kly are now customary in the per-
forming arts, and there seems little reason why they shoulil not
be applied more widely to the art of literature. In addition to the
need for more resources devoted to promotion, however, promo-
tional efforts should be better informed by knowledge about why
people read and htm they go about selecting the particular books
they do.

Applying Research to Encourage Literature Reading

A number of steps could be taken to apply research findings to
the process of disseminating information about new and classic

*The NENs Literature Program does provide a small amount of support, on an
annual basis through matching grants, for "audience development pmjects". These
include literary promotion projects, small press bookfairs, radio piograms, etc.
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books-illustrative suggestions are offeredin the following para-
graphs.

Paying attention to subjectmatten_Pne m_earch result that has
received insufficient attention from those "Nho sell and lend books
is thatone:Olthe main reaknis people chnose to read'the books
they do is because they interest$ in the subject matter dealt
with in the books and are seeking to expand their general infor-
mationabout the time, place,:peope, or events in que4ion.68 This
finding applies to the reading of b,)th-fiction and:non-fiction. Yet
most bookstoreS and libraries are organized as if the reaSons for
reading fiCtion Were entirely separate awl distinct from -tr.se for
reading non-fiction. Fiction and non-fictimilworks are kept in differ-
ent areas and there is no easy-way for someone who is interested
in, say, browsing through noVels about the U.S. Civil War to do
so. A display or shelving system that broughttogether fiction and
non-fiction books on given topics might well tempt the person who
is interr;sted in a subject, but who does not ordinarily-read fiction,
to huy or borrow a novel that deals-with the subject. Likewise,
in advertising-a new work of fiction that deals with a givrn sub-
ject or period, publishers cc i make use of special interest peri-
odicals and mailing lists that would reach those with a prOven
interest in the subject or period. At present, this is rarely done.

Guiding readers to books they are likely to enjoy. Book re-
search has shown that fiction readers could use more information
to help guide their selection of books to read. For example, a study
by Nicholas Spenceley and Peter Mann fond that it was not un-
common for library patmns to borrow a noVel just because it looked
interesting on the shelf, without prior knowledge of the author or
title. When they did this, however, they wound up-having a posi-
tive roacdon to the book only 40 percent of the time.° This was
well below the satisfaction levels of readers who had more speci-
fic information about the title or author prior to borrowing a book.
This suggests that in order to increase the dances of reader satis-
faction, which would, in turn, lead to more reading of Contem-
porary literature, librarians, publishers, and literature programs
should be p-rwiding potential readers with-more guidance of the
following sort: "If you enjoyed (Book A), you'm likely to enjoy
(Books B, C, and D)." Moreover, it would be preferableif this gui-

9.1
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dance were based on actual surveys of reader satisfaction, rather
than on the judgment of individual experts or the desires of pub-
lishers to plug particular titles in their catalogs.

Getting genre fans to read quality fiction. It would appear that
more Odin& done.. to encourage the readers of geme.fiction to
explore more serious .literary works. One way of doing ..this is to
establish, through research, which works of quality literature are
apt to appeal to readers of a particular genre, and then to publicize
those works through advertisementi and outlets that ate likely to
reach the genre readers. Other steps that might be taken are to give
pteblic recognition to those Writers of thrillers, romances, science
fiction, etc., whose novels or skint stories evince superior literary
qualities, and to encourage good writers who are not widely read
to attempt some genre or genre-like writing in order to build a bigger
tbllowing for their work.

Using newspapers to reach non-readers of literature. Surveys
show that one way to 'reach people who read but do not tead liter-
ature is through newspapers and news magazines, suggeSting that
more should be done to publicize new books and promote litera-
ture reading in general through newspapers:0 Books could also be
advertised more extensively in newspapers, add not just in the book
review sections. As L. dore for the performing arts, newspapers
might be persuaded to run a regular literary "Hlboard" that com-
bined small advertisements for a number of dderent books in one
section, with the advertking space beiug sold at reduced rates. Liter-
ature rograms could also encourrg, ,newspapers 0 run more fea-
tu tides about books and authors, to bring back the serialization
of quality fiction in their pages, and to print more poems, particu-
larly ones that are relatively accessible to readers who have not
been steeped in Ezra Pound and Wallace Stevens.

Employing television more electively. Increasing the amount
of television publicity for seriow literature dLes not mean simply
getting more a ''thors on talk shows, for authors' appearences do
not always enhance book sales. Valuable principles can be learn-
ed, though, from programs that have been successful at encourag-

*One attempt to do this is the PEN Syndicated Pction Project, which has placed
short stories in major newspapers across the country since 1978.
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ing reading and stimulating book sale.5 These include the children's
reading' series Cover tO ;;E'over and f,eatriii3 RaMbow,sa.id the, adult-
oriented book revkew pi warn, Boamark, AmongThe lessonsthese
shows teach areio seleei the books to be i'k.atured careftillohoOs=
int-ones that have both high quality and-vide' apPeal', -to present
excerpts from the books' stories on the,sliow, with illustrationsor
dramatizations that help to involve the viewer, and4o ensure that
the Viewer can obtain the books withoutgreat difficulty.,(The last
point includes making certain that the book is still in print)

Supporting promising developments in book marketing. Liter-
ature support programs should also be making efforts to identify,
encourage, and disseminate information about promising innova-
tions in the marketing and distribution of literaiy books. Two re-
cent examples of developments that may make a difference in the
sales and readership of today's literature are the proliferation of
book discussion groups and the emergence of the trade paperback
series.

Book discussion groups are small gatherings of adults who
assign themselves a series of common ieadings and get together
regularly to discuss the books and socialize. Thest groups, which
have apparently become fairly popular in a number of metropoli-
tan wean, are a perfect mechanism for expanding the range of people
who read modern literature as well as the number of books read.
Libraries and publishers could help to suggest and supply reading
matter for these groups Kid stimulate the formation ofmore such
groups.

Trade paperback series, such as Vintage Contemporaries,
Scribners Signature Editions, and Penguin Contemporary Aineri-
can Fiction, are a group of original or reprinted novels by 'ffer-
ent contemporary authors that are published in higher-priced
paperbound editions with an imprint name and a uniform cover
format. Books in the series also appear together in special book-
store displays, and these displays are often prominently exhibited

both local literary bookstores and in chain stores. Novels pub-
lished in these series have sold 10-to-20 times as many copies as
the typical literary novel that comes out in an individual hard-cover
edition. Although some critics have qualms about books being
bought and sold by "brand name" rather than on their individual

e
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merits, this marketing innovation seems to have given a numbe;
of serious authors a substantial boost in readership.7°

Promoting both established and developing authors. It might
seem logical to focus publicity efforts for contemporary literature
on authors whose works have artistir ,iStinction but little hope-of
commercial success. Promotional efforts for writers like John Barth,
Joan Didion, Joseph Heller, Anne Tyler, John Updike, Gore Vi-
dal, or ibm Wolfe seem unnecess: :y because their names are widely
known in literary circles and their books usually sell quite well
in comparison with most works of serious &don. Yet, if the goal
is to expand the audience for Coh,emporary literature beyon&its
current bounds, promoting established as well as struigling authors
might well be in order. It is likely that the aforementioned writers-
and their works are not familiar to most-members of Ole public
at latge, as demonstrated by the 1984 poll showing that most Ameri-
cans did not recognize the name George Orwell. Moreover, the
number of people who buy or borrow even a best-selling book by
one of these authors is small in comparison with the number of
college-educated adults in the U.S. or the number of people who
watch a prime-time television show. Thus, the notion of including
suck. prominent authors in literature promotion campaigns is far
from ridiclous. Indeed, their inclusion would seem to be a sensi-
ble way to get more people reading quality literature.

* * *

In conclusion, 't seems possible that the readership of con-
temporary fiction, poetry, arid drama could be greatly increased
if more private and public re iouroes were devoted to the encourage-
ment of literature reading and if promotional efforts made better
use of research knowledge about why people read and hov ',they
select the books that they do. Ways hi which research findings could
be applied include paying more atteLtion to the importance of sub-
ject matter in people's selections of books to read, providing poten-
.tial buyers and borrowers with guidance about books they are likely
to enjoy, encouraging fans of genre fiction to explore more seri-
ous literary works, using newspapers to teach a wide array of readers
(including those who do not currently read literatine), employing

evision more effectively to promote books, supporting such
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promising new developments as book discussion groups and trade
paperback series, and promoting works by established as well as
developing authors.

The actions suggested abeve will not work wonders. In the
long run, the viabilitY and reach of the literary enterprise depends
less on rriarketiag techniques than on how well our society can cul-
tivate readers-With-the skills and sensibilities to appreciate mat
literaturt an4'Wriiters,-with the craft and imagination to entertain,
challenge, aitgl enlighteilarge numbers of their compatriots. Giv-
en the current situation, however, with many potential readers in
the por.4latioir but few reading serious workiion any but an ecea-
sional basis, it does seem that increased investment in promotion-
al efforts would produce a notable and much needed expansion in
the audience for literature.



TECHNICAL APPENDIX

How well can we predict whether a person will be a literature reader,
knowing basie facts about him or her such as age, sex, race, coll.:-
cation, income, and place of residence? Thc'statistical method used
to answer, this question was logistic regression analysis I Like lin-
ear discriminant analysis, logistic regression finds a weighted com-
-bination (of characteristics that hut accounts for the observed
distribution of people into two mutual/y exclusive classes (in this
case, readers and non-readers). Unlike linear models, however,
logistic regession fits the data to a cut"). , in multiple dimen-
sions, a curved solid, rather than a straight line or rectilinear
solid.2

Specifically, let the deOtndent variable, Y, be equal to one if
;die person is a reader, and zero if he or she is not. Then the prob-
ability, pi, that the ith individual is a reader, is reprei )ented by the
equation:

= 110t, E91)

Where e is the base of the naturat logarithms, alpha is the intercept
term, a.C.1 ftisthe regression weight for the jth predictor varia-



ble. The optimal values of Me a and $ weights ire derived using
the Modified Gauas-Newton method of maximura-blelihood esti=
=tip. (The Loosr computer-firograin in. the SAS:. statiatical
toftware paekage vas used to develep-themodela:)3'

rlogistie regression has several advantage* ever linear regres-
tiontor piedictingdicheionious-ontcomes hlre literatige reading.
First, ihelet'stic model-is inherently interactivein ita depiction-
of the relationships ainpng the 06:dieter and criterion variable and,
is such, is probably closertotlie. underlying- reality than-is the
simple additive model Of linear regression.A'Secrind,
more, difficult to aohieveai increase in the probability of octur-
rence of an Outcomeat thr ektrenies of its probabilltydistribution
(i.e., when the prebabili, ierylo* or very high) ThelOgiatic
model is able to accomodate ch "floor and ceiling" effects. Linear
regression, by contrast, assumeslhat a unit change in the Nalue
of the piedictor variable will produce a-constant level-Of change
;regaidleas of wher,) one Is on the probability distribution of the
dependent variable.5

Third, logistic regression always yields pirdicted probabili-
* between 0 -and 1. Linear regression, on the Other hand, can
produce predicted values beyond 0 and I, in effect predicting piob=
abilities below zero and in excess of 100 percent fmany,- the logistic
...Ad makes fewer assumptions about the underlying distribudons
of variables (e.g., no multivariate normality assumption forcovar-
ides). When distributional assumptions are violated, logiatic ogres-
sion still yields unbiased estimates of the standard errors of
coefficients, whereas ordinary-least squares regression may not.

Appendix lkble I summarizkA the results of multiple logistic
regressions performed on data froin the 1982 and 1985 Survey of
Public Participation in the Arts. Tim dependent variablewas mhtel.--r
or not the respondent reported reading literathre during the previ-
ous twelve months. The independent variables were the-respon-
dent's age (in single years), sex (coded "r if female, "0" if male),
race 4'7.oded "1" if black, "0" L mon-black), educational attain-
ment (years of regular school- coinpleted), income (total dollars,
broken down into 14 categories), central city residence (coded "1"
if the respondent lived in the central city Of a metropolitanarea,
"0" otherwise), and norkinetappolitan residence(coded-1."'_ittlie____
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respondent:lived outside any metropOlitan area; 13" if inSidethe
suburbs Or central city of a metropolitan area)..Jndependent Models
were-developed for.the,1982 and 10-5-sutveys:,

The top panerafte table s*Ris the contautienof each detho-
graphic characteristic tu the prediction Of lit/rature reading:. The
middle panel gives thecoroptited regrosioncoeffidients add their
standiut mon. The bettompanel presents Several measims of the
predictive:accuracy of the-Model.

A chi-square test vras peitorined to assess-whether-the
regression modelsaveA diaternibly better predietion than a-mod-
el based on the presuniption dm? associatiOn between the predic,-
tors-and the criterim A statistic called R, derived froin themOdet
chi-square,is ene measure of the overall predictive ability of the
Model. That statistic is- siTilar to the multiple (*relation coeffi-,
cientin the-normal: setting, anflincorporates a correctiOntor the
number of paranieters being estimated.

Individual t statisties ("partial rs") were- comted .for each
predietor variable. ltanging Nalue from 1 to +1, the partial-
r provides a measure of the contrihution Of each variable to.the
prediction, -net of theeffects of the other predictors. In the toppanel
of Appendix Table I, the independent Variables are hated in rank
order, based on the relative sizes of their partial-correlation coeffi-
cients. Itank correlation coeffiCients shoWing the unadjwted rela-
tionship between each predictor and the criterion are presented for
com?arison.

Once the best-fitting logistic model has been determined, the
observed caset can be classsified as readers or min-readers based
on the model. A case iipredieted to be 1 on the dependent varia-
ble if the estimated probability for that case is greater than a cho-
sen value. The proportjotiof eases Correctly classified is another
measure of the pmdictive ability of the modelpresented in-Thble
I, as are the faise positive rate and the false negative rate. The
former is the Proportion of predicted positives (readers).whowere
actually negaEves (non-readers). The latter is the proportion of
predicted negatives s(non-readers) who were genially positives
(readers):

Because the predicted probabilities are continuous, the point
at whichthey aredivided into positives.and.negativesissornewhat--
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arbitrary. An alternative way. of assessing the predictiye ability of
the Model, Mie whioh is indePendent of a speciftc cut-point, is to
calculate an indetuf rank-order correlationtetween the predicted-
probabities and the dependent variable.,This measure is also shcAvn
for each model.

Appendix Thble IL summari* the results of Multiple-logistic
regreaSions in which the dependert variable-Was Whether the resprin-
dent had read poetry,or attended a poetry reading during the previ-
ous 12 months, as- reported In -the 1982 and 1985 SPPA. The
predictor variables were the same-as-A-me in 'liable 1.-Appendix.
'Able Illsummari* regression models inwhich the criterion-A*
whether the respondent reported doing any creative:writing dur-
ing the previons 12 months, and the predictor variables were again
the same.

Substantive conclusions derived from theseregression analyses
arb detcribed at appropriate points in the main text.
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